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DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SANPETE E ' 
160 North Main, P.O. Box 100 
Manti, Utah 84642 
Telephone (435) 835-2131 Facsimile (435) 835-2135 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON* 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et. aL, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 040600383 
Assigned Judge: Wallace A. Lee 
Several motions filed by the plaintiff are pending before the Court in this case: (1) motion 
for enlargement of time in which to file an amended complaint; (2) affidavit of impecuniosity; 
(3) motion for official service of process; (4) records request pursuant to the Governmental 
Records Access Management Act, Utah Code Annotated §63-2-202(1 )(a); and (5) petition for 
judicial review of denial of a (GRAMA) records requests. Each motion is considered by the 
Court in this decision. 
1. Motion for Enlargement of Time in Which to File and Amended Complaint 
On 6 January 2006, the plaintiff received this Court's decision, allowing him to amend 
the complaint. The plaintiff filed this motion on 9 January 2006 before his time to amend the 
complaint expired. The plaintiff requested an extension until 9 February 2006 to file an amended 
complaint. Pursuant to Rule 6(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court grants the 
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plaintiffs motion. The plaintiffs amended complaint will be considered timely if filed on or 
before 9 February 2006. 
2. Affidavit of Impecuniosity 
The plaintiff is seeking a waiver of fees and costs associated with these proceedings due 
to his inability to bear such costs. The plaintiffs request is supported by a properly executed 
affidavit of impecuniosity, showing that the plaintiffs only source of income is prison 
employment which provides a monthly income of $60.00 (sixty dollars). 
Utah Code Annotated, Section 78-7-36(2) prescribes that 
any person may institute, prosecute, defend, and appeal any cause 
in any court in this state without prepayment of fees and costs or 
security, by taking and subscribing, before any officer authorized to 
administer an oath, an affidavit of impecuniosity demonstrating 
financial inability to pay fees and costs or give security. 
Under this section and based on the plaintiffs affidavit of impecuniosity, the plaintiff is 
entitled to a waiver of fees, costs, or security and such is ordered. 
3. Motion for Official Service of Process 
The plaintiff petitions this Court to order "official service of process" because of the 
plaintiffs inability to pay for the service of process. The amended complaint alleges claims 
against two defendants, the State of Utah and "Lisa.." The State of Utah has been served with 
the original complaint by the Clerk of the Court at the time this action was commenced. 
Therefore, the amended complaint may simply be mailed by the plaintiff to the Utah Attorney 
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General's Office. It is not clear if the plaintiff has already done so because the certificate of 
service accompanying the amended complaint does not include the date on which the amended 
complaint was sent to the Office of the Utah Attorney General. 
The defendant "Lisa," has never been served with the original complaint. The plaintiffs 
action against the defendant "Lisa" is a private cause of action for a personal injury. The Court 
sees no mechanism under the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure that would allow the Court to order 
official service of process on defendant "Lisa." The Court is aware that it maybe difficult for the 
plaintiff to locate defendant "Lisa" and to properly serve her with the amended complaint. 
However, the Court cannot provide legal or procedural support or advice to the plaintiff. On this 
basis, the plaintiff will simply need to retain counsel to represent him or review Rule 4, Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure, and find an appropriate mechanism under the rules to effect service of 
process. 
The plaintiffs motion for official service of process is denied. 
4. Records Request Pursuant to the Governmental Records Access Management 
Act, Utah Code Annotated §63-2-202m(a) 
On 17 November 2005, the plaintiff filed a request with the Division of Institutional 
Operation, Central Utah Correctional Facility's Bureau of Medical Services for copies of his 
medical history. According to the plaintiff, the request has been only partially satisfied. The 
plaintiff says that he did not receive copies of several documents necessary for pursuing his cause 
of action. The plaintiff is asking for the Court's assistance in obtaining the documents and the 
£>/fe,'-f- V 
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waiver of fees associated with duplicating and mailing the documents to the plaintiff. 
Under Utah Code Annotated, Section 63-2-203(4)(b) and (c), a governmental entity is 
encouraged to fulfill a record request without charge when it determines that "the individual 
requesting the record is the subject of the record or the requester's legal rights are directly 
implicated by the information in the record, and the requester is impecunious." Therefore, the 
governmental entity has discretion to determine whether the plaintiffs fees and costs are waived. 
The statute does not give the Court any such power. The plaintiff may petition the governmental 
entity that is responsible for the release of records for a waiver of charges. 
The Court may assist the plaintiff in obtaining the necessary documents by issuing an 
Order pursuant to Utah Code Annotated, Section 63-2-202(7)(a). This section provides in 
pertinent part: "a governmental entity shall disclose a record pursuant to the terms of a court 
order signed by a judge ... provided that the record deals with a matter in controversy over which 
the court has jurisdiction." However, the Court declines to execute the requested order at this 
time because the Court has not been provided with sufficient information concerning the 
governmental entity's response to the plaintiffs records request. Specifically, the plaintiff did 
not submit to the Court any verification of denial, partial denial, or approval of his request for 
medical records by the Utah Correctional Facility Bureau of Medical Services. No action will be 
taken regarding this motion until more information is provided by the plaintiff. Therefore, the 
motion is denied. 
5. Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of a (GRAMA) Records Request 
JACKSON V. UTAH, et.al., Case No. 040600383 
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The plaintiff is also seeking judicial review of the denial of his request for medical 
records under Utah Code Annotated, Section 63-2-404(2)(ii). The plaintiffs petition should be 
denied because such review is not available to the plaintiff at this time, because the plaintiff has 
failed to exhaust his administrative remedies. 
Judicial review is available under Section 63-2-404(2)(ii) only after the complainant 
appeals the decision of the governmental entity to the chief administrative officer of the 
governmental entity pursuant to Section 63-2-401 (l)(a) and receives an unfavorable answer or no 
answer. See Utah Code Ann., §63-2-402(1 )(b). 
There is no evidence in this case that the plaintiff has previously filed an appeal with the 
chief administrative officer. The plaintiff did not submit any decision or order by the chief 
administrative officer concerning the release of the records. Therefore, judicial review is 
premature and there is nothing for the Court to review. 
The plaintiffs petition fonjudicial review is denied. 
DATED this day of , 2006 
WALLACE A. LEE, Judge 
xsret": 
£vr/k/4 [). 
JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O.Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, etal. 
Defendants. 
THE STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
DEFENDANT'S JOINT MOTION 
AND STIPULATION AND TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
COMPEL DISCOVERY 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pursuant to Rule 7(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant State of Utah files 
this memorandum opposing Plaintiff Lawrence Jackson's (1) Motion To Strike Defendant's 
Joint Motion And Stipulation, and his (2) Motion To Compel Discovery. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff Lawrence Jackson's Motion to Strike the Joint Motion and Stipulation the 
parties previously filed cannot be granted because it is moot. First, the proposed order that 
would have implemented the joint stipulation was never signed by the Court. Second, the Court 
has addressed each issue raised in the stipulation either in its December 7,2006 memorandum 
decision or during the telephonic conference on December 20,2006. Thus, there is no order to 
-X, strike and no remaining legal issues that striking the stipulation would affect. 
]£ Jackson's motion to compel discovery is similarly moot. Jackson raised the issue of 
needing more medical records during the December 20,2006, telephonic conference. The Court 
declined to allow Jackson additional discovery. Jackson has given no valid reason for the Court 
to reconsider its recent decision or to require the State to produce the various documents he has 
requested. 
RELEVANT FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
J , 1. In November 2006, the parties reached an agreement to engage in limited discovery 
and to allow Jackson to supplement his complaint. The agreement also provided the State would 
assist Plaintiff in obtaining signatures for affidavits from other inmates. In exchange, Plaintiff 
agreed the State would not have to respond to Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. 
2. The agreement was formalized in a Joint Motion And Stipulation To Allow Limited 
Discovery And To Allow Plaintiff To Supplement The Pleadings (hereinafter "Joint Motion"), 
which Plaintiff signed. A copy of the Joint Motion and proposed order are attached as Exhibit 
A. 
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l[* 3. Consistent with the agreement, on December 4,2006, the State sent Jackson copies of 
Department of Corrections medical records from November 2003 through December 2004. The 
State also sent one of the signed affidavits Jackson had requested and returned two of the 
affidavits unsigned. The State explained in a letter that two of the inmates had declined to sign 
the affidavits. (See Letter of 12-4-06 from Zeller to Jackson, a copy of which is attached as 
Exhibit B.) 
4. On or about December 4, 2006, Jackson filed a motion seeking to set aside the 
agreement the parties had reached, captioned, "Motion for Enlargement of Time to File Motion 
in Opposition To Alleged Agreement and Motion To Strike Agreement." 
X". 5. On December 7,2006, the Court issued a memorandum decision granting several 
motions Jackson had filed before the parties entered their agreement. (See Mem. Dec. of 
December 7,2006.) The Court ruled that Jackson could amend his complaint and supplement 
the pleadings and also ordered that the State would be required to assist Jackson in obtaining 
affidavits from inmates. (See id. at 4-6.) 
6. On December 20,2006, the Court held a telephonic conference, which was requested 
by the State. 
-^ 7. Jackson appeared pro se and the State was represented by counsel. Counsel for the 
State explained it had requested the telephonic conference with the Court because Jackson had 
moved to set aside the Joint Motion and counsel wanted to be sure there was a record on the 
State's position. (See Transcript of 12-20-06, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit C, at 1-2.) 
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8. The State explained to the Court that it had followed through with its commitment on 
the agreement and did not wish to respond to Plaintiffs' pending motion for summary judgment 
until after it had responded to Plaintiffs supplemental pleading. The State explained that since 
filing the motion for summary judgment, Jackson had sought to obtain affidavits and discovery 
to support the motion and also had sought to add new claims. The State explained that it wished 
to respond to only one summary judgment motion with all claims and all evidence supporting 
those claims. (See id. at 2.) 
9. Jackson argued that he needed more medical records in addition to the ones the State 
had sent him. The State responded that it had provided those records that they had received jfrom 
the Department of Corrections and did not have any additional records. (Id. at 3.) 
10. After hearing from Plaintiff, the Court agreed with the State that it should only be 
required to respond to one motion for summary judgment. (Id. at 3-4.) 
11. The Court did not order the State to provide the additional medical records Jackson 
sought. (See id. at 4-5.) 
12. Consistent with its December 7,2006 order, the Court ruled the State would have 20 
days from the date of that order to file a response to Plaintiff's supplemental pleadings. (See id. 
at 3-4.) 
JT 13. The Court further ruled that proceedings would be stayed, and that Jackson would 
have 30 days after the State filed its response to the supplemental pleadings to renew his motion 
for summary judgment, using the medical records and affidavits if appropriate, and to move for 
summary judgment on the new claims if Jackson so desired. (Id. at 4.) 
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14. Less than two weeks after the Court's rulings, on our about January 1,2007 and 
January 3,2007, Jackson filed the current motions seeking to set aside the Joint Motion and to 
compel discovery. 
ARGUMENT 
1. JACKSON'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE STIPULATION SHOULD BE DENIED 
AS MOOT. 
Because the Court never signed the order implementing the parties' Joint Motion, 
Jackson's motion to strike the stipulation is moot. Both parties signed the Joint Motion, and it 
was filed with a proposed order on or about November 17,2006. (See Exhibit A.) The Joint 
Motion expressly states that the parties requested an order implementing the Joint Motion. (See 
id. at 1.) However, the Court did not sign the order and without an order implementing the Joint 
Motion, there is no reason to set it aside. 
Moreover, the Court has already ruled on the one agreement in the Joint Motion that 
Jackson's motion to set strike is aimed at—the agreement that the State would not have to 
respond to Jackson's pending motion for summary judgment. (See e.g., Jackson's Mem in Supp. 
of Mo. to Strike at 4.) During the December 20,2006 telephonic conference, the Court agreed 
with the State that it should not have to respond to the pending motion for summary judgment 
given that Jackson was seeking additional evidence to support that motion (the medical records 
and the affidavits) and given that Jackson was adding new claims. (See ExhibitC at 3-4.) The 
Court also ruled that Jackson could re-new his prior motions for summary judgment. (See id. at 
3.) Thus Jackson suffers no prejudice if the State is not required to respond to the pending 
5 
motion for summary judgment since Jackson can re-new that motion (or file a new one if he 
wishes) based on the affidavits and medical records he has obtained. 
In short, there is simply no reason for the Court to strike the Joint Motion. There was 
never an order signed implementing the Joint Motion, the Court has already ruled on the one 
stipulation Jackson seeks to have set aside, and Jackson suffers no prejudice if, as the Court has 
ruled, the State is allowed to defer responding to Jackson's motion for summary judgment. 
Jackson also seeks sanctions against counsel for alleged fraud. The Court should declare to 
award sanctions based on Jackson's unsupported allegations. There is no evidence of fraud in 
the record; the record in fact shows counsel complied with her obligations in the Joint Motion 
and immediately contacted the Court to resolve Jackson's request to set aside the Joint Motion.1 
II. JACKSON'S MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY SHOULD BE DENIED AS 
THE COURT HAS ALREADY HEARD AND REJECTED JACKSON'S 
ARGUMENT. 
During the December 20,2006 telephonic conference, Jackson complained to the Court 
that the medical records he received did not include copies of records from the University of 
Utah Moran Eye Center, where he received treatment. (See Exhibit C at 3.) Counsel for the 
State explained that the State only has copies of its records maintained by the Utah Department 
of Corrections (DOC). DOC does not have copies of the Moran Eye Center records. (Id at 4.) 
The Court did not order the State to take any action to obtain the medical records in question. 
Rather, the Court ordered proceedings stayed until the State answered Jackson's supplemental 
1
 Jackson also seeks sanctions against counsel for alleged fraud. The Court should decline to award sanctions based 
on Jackson's unsupported allegations. There is no evidence of fraud in the record; the record in fact shows counsel 
complied with her obligations in the Joint Motion and immediately contacted the Court to resolve Jackson's request 
to set aside the Joint Motion. 
6 
pleadings (and an answer to the amended complaint Jackson may file) and until Jackson filed a 
renewed motion for summary judgment. (Id. at 3-4.) 
Jackson's motion to compel discovery should also be denied because he has asked the 
Court to order the State to produce medical records that Jackson can obtain on his own. For 
example, Jackson seeks "A complete set of records from the Moran Eye Clinic." Jackson can 
request these records himself through the DOC medical records custodian who, in turn, can 
request the records from the Moran Eye Center. The State is certainly not required to obtain and 
provide Jackson's own medical records, records he himself can request and obtain. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the State respectfully asks the Court to deny Jackson's motion to 
strike the Joint Motion and deny Jackson's motion to compel discovery. 
DATED this 22nd day of January, 2007. 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney General 
JONI\U JONES (J \J 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
Litigation Division 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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Chad Roberts 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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February 20, 2007 
Lawrence M. Jackson 
RE: Letter 
Mr. Jackson, I have enclosed copies of the first page of everything filed in your case since January 16, 
2007 as you requested. I would also like to inform you that Kristine Frischknecht is no longer the Sanpete 
County Clerk/Clerk of the Court as of January 1,2007. Please direct all correspondents to Sandy Neill, P.O. 
Box 100, Manti, Utah 84642. 
Thank you, 
Chad Roberts 
Deputy Clerk 
Telephone: 435-835-2131 
PO Box 100 
Manti, Utah 84642 
Fax: 435-835-2135 
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Attorneys for Defendants 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, etal. 
Defendants. 
THE STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
DEFENDANT'S JOINT MOTION 
AND STIPULATION AND TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
COMPEL DISCOVERY 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pursuant to Rule 7(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant State of Utah files 
this memorandum opposing Plaintiff Lawrence Jackson's (1) Motion To Strike Defendant's 
Joint Motion And Stipulation, and his (2) Motion To Compel Discovery. 
Exiy* <* 
JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
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SANDY NEILL 
SAMfETE COUMTY CLERK 
BYX^Gy^JP DEPUTY 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, etal. 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH'S ANSWER TO 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pursuant to the Court's order of December 7,2006, the State of Utah hereby answers 
Plaintiffs [Second] Amended Complaint for Medical Malpractice and Constitutional Rights 
Violations (Amended Complaint, dated January 10,2007) and asserts its defenses as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The State responds to the allegations in the numbered paragraphs of Plaintiff s Second 
Amended Complaint as follows. 
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SANDY HEiLL 
SAUPETE COUNTY CLERK 
DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH ) i i V , ,
 X,J DEPUTY 
COUNTY OF SANPETE { U ' 
160 North Main, P.O. Box 100 
Manti, Utah 84642 
Telephone (435) 835-2131 Facsimile (435) 835-2135 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al, 
Defendants. 
ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT 
OFIMPECUNIOSITY 
Case No. 040600383 
Assigned Judge: Wallace A. Lee 
The plaintiff filed an Affidavit of Impecuniosity on 27 November 2006. The plaintiff 
requested this Court to approve his Affidavit on 28 December 2006. 
Under Utah Code Annotated, Section 78-7-3 8(2)(a), the Court is required to obtain 
plaintiffs financial account statement for the past six months. The Court has done so. The 
plaintiffs account has carried a balance of $0.28 for the past six months. The plaintiffs 
Affidavit also shows that he has no financial resources available to him 
Based on this information, the Court concludes that the plaintiff is impecunious. 
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•to >v,/,j ; m ^ S^4<L u ;5 civ.' <VN !' 
.'<a-ru, SJ-*W.J- imJtt'c*\ floor As rk^ % **±J n^jsHiUj VH^ pm^/kJ^A 
^UV-AWJU*- 0K>. 0-( \Vd V>U\tJVi<&r PiV* 4 K^ O|UJLsf- Goo b/$CO»Mlr^ U^i rtqvAuW 
> ^tiL>-ncms4r&-f e, 4-UJO poi'rJf./ '. (&">. "tt-s^ V- 1M^ h«a\U->,<are A^oi'dir/ oUcH AJof 
•^•^ ,'^ > -._j ^?~<# /try, -ho bshUss k T W " ^ pla»v)-«'# did TfifaC/- Cj^> W<^ 
A/ui^Wy(^), 6f plix'rjh;$(J -f.v/4 A t ^ | - £w- b i j o i ^ y / 7L^ 4*1^ a^ Kt 
tor / - h ^ r ^ / ^ , &JLr*i-:£t~J 
E«:LUS 
ArO {(VIVW^VP. W t f ^ i a l V r t M m £ u f CH\OL. TEA KJgg/ 6 ) ^ <, i^.L - f r ^ f rv>fl, ^ r f ? 
^UA^WAT n o \ sfttlcj sU-rt Vo ^ivff lWa-U, pU.'^V/QT/ C/yvU/^K'j^ flU> tU 
S - v ^ r s . Tuju IngiC it -foari- i i ^ • f r o . V f ^ pkvjC/iV.t'ahA W11 {r ig filf ^r \ /»c>C 
7 1 ^ Y ^ f y ) Q j r g r j u g . C - / - A J l - y ^ k ^ ( I ? ) , l"^ < f^l l £ <LJ*.p\*rA^\r*r+\ , J 4- t '^HLw 
g<4-< i^^ > t A A ^ V t fv)i>/l,V>l i rg f / ) r . ( frc*vo tW> Mo^tO Zy.-QL'tJ.'^ .TU, r ^ f r ^ U . 
Ug.r>g. is -tV\,^ Ar iru>,<M . ^ , 'H AIWND^-I- O p r W ^ ^ b j y ritki ^ tv . ' ^Jv^c j^ t c O l ^ m ^ u a } 
yr<<Le?r~r9 thzh **&*, ^ ^ 0 ^ ^ , aVi/^f- .V^ ?. 7 ^ ^ c ^ H r i^>Wt.~/_^ - pUvA 
p^io^ 
dztityv^hki-Jl doUA^(^}s (i'*>(Jmdi'*& tOr/f/V^r, ^r^Wt'^^ grAjlv.^ 
( X a r ^ / ^ ^ i o ^ ^ ^ ^ / ^ A o T ^ ^ - ^ ^ o r c i i , £^<A c^U*- c**H Ca^pi/^t.y^ 
XS£$iT^j b^f~tUL CiSjpOmd^iJf-^yro^tJ^ cU^<LCV/v- ckvttJsS fold 
^ i ^ o e ^ P<r CJD^T4^<0| o£ ti^t j?a«^y u^xrv~> UJk6vv% ~tto, rucfujusl- is S W e J / ' 
lib). ProaJuf^l . *Tk*. r ^ u i * • ^a .^ , UJr'tt^ owt- k^ost, o£ Cou»4/ ^ 
^r-'cJ u*wv> &>^j (3tbtv« p^Hvi V*i\+K 0 , r d £ k ^ S t ry /oo o-£ m , Sum 
l^c-ns ^<VJ^ t ^ p k t ' i J - IA^W-> tk&f f?*rty , " J^L' rc^UMJ- sk i l l ^ j -
^r-|-K frju tHx** t o Va^  Ms/#jskJ U ^ i ^ b ^ /WMVCIUU/ m»v> 
/*/ /-/A ^-cascA-'sioOo /?drf ;C(A/>V~V^ , 7 ^ requu^i- sl^ll Specify 
far- Y^^^rrJaz. fcAf»-K V * ( -
S*r>y Of pro C i 
£*.%,'I- 5 
f)n). X N TK" p*.^y (AHST^-, C A J U Q V ^ TUg. r g ^ n O < - ^ ' ' r $iv\>i eTSU^/J SA/'ufi. 
^ . < [ l ^ i ^ t± (\Ljf.i t-* J +C-N
 ; i'n> U l U ^ L O i X U ^ - i i ^ fJPAw9-^->^ 
-&/- aUjaA;^^ .sU»U W J %\>1<A. 'I r 
&£ yv^v/| -s-nLk. ArJ D ^ J J ^ cc^p&l\,Vov ci^in^a.^ 
\^ f £ flUJg/J-i'dv^ i'3 Y^r^o , Ve> y?^r4- ftP ^ro '.low^ flr C ^ ^ i r v ^ ( H - U p^rf 
for OT^ qr&ur M^JJ.^T / W i 3 7 ran (O.'-VK r A y t a f 4rt ^>^u AUjgff-t'y^ 
? ^ C/T^wO.r^U- i j l o U i * . . 1W, rb^p^A^N j f c - f r ^ ' M f o p r o n t o , 7IAC rvqutsl^J 
/•S^. ^5T A ^ 7D3 r / ^ ^ o ) ( u Q ^ ^ t ^ <vf x r ^ g f ^ n( ui.Vrslg/i U)U6 r ^ . i ^ y i ^ ) 
pnodtu c, Ort^^nr^^Qj ^ ( i Q u - k . hr^rifc; Lo A ^ a ^<4-vy-.Y C S I A H V / H - ' ? ^ 4<a f |^<J?y 
I . . . . , . I \ . . . I ~ I II \ . I J g^ w-> 7 ^ ^ , Jvfetvjf »<-/,',fv^ {/OUfllcjug^ i iO-H^ .gu/4 U^l^f U i u ^ v ; f H f ^ SEP, c^Urt! 
TLg, ^ ^ ^ P , y ^ . ' j w a U apples ,'AJ PU^V/PTf ^t /^w^^ ftg/y^.5 f ^ ^ ^'rr 
T ^ t^f. k/ori» Sf tmo; l-kvio < &dA*J \1J-fU0 ^AIJY^CJ RQJ^^QC^- ^^\ \K\irn, 
LP*) . i l l 
S ^ r & ^ . ' f - C; PL Su.&W for b.'rl 
i y<rcou«^y / W ZO ScAyapoH- Of moVvrr> f o r i H ^ S ' ^ L O Rejoo/'-f, ^o j , 
3; /Jryurvus^T H • <aSs*jrf* Hv© .^ v 7Mr tourer skowl j £Uo c & * ^ JAck*<*->-s 
y*\d-i(rr-> J"& Cot^fMA OI'SCOV<JS^ kitesu«f-o v/Ack^o-r^ ^V^J require*/ 
f&Mst***— 65 k i -fa <j,ou/*^ ^o v x o j u u r c i ^ sl^ «IU> -fa pr&\/i'j3- 1A»"AO V K ^ 
' ^ ~ / ^ . A-^ ^O^JO &&(JriWS of i'-i-s CJUVAO^: or-^>Avv\jL.r o^p^oye&s* /' "TV£/ 
U/^V\ Co<^ L / W . § 4,3-Z^^CDC-O (206*/). 
•£ C/^/{, Pro<jJlunu AuU, 26»<bX0. T^is rule r^ov/ZclUu, i/0 r U n u ^ f p^r4-; 
&f di^COt^Lyy U 6S f o l l o w ; 
t*i$ 6N^ v^i l t lv- , A>*^ prii/,'(ztft*ti wuccu is r4Uvs* f - fc> ~%t Sub 
J*U> l ^ ^ f U ^ {^V(ALMLJ I/O " N f>£*JiV4g &C^.Vv->, K>^jkt r i-V reJ 
^l/ffv-. #02P^A ^ooks i ct&Mv^&^s, or oVzur -J-sr^Ujt +^»^-C 
^>AJJ?T^ ic^4-»'^y 2 W (oc -^fi"t^ ^ of p^rs^ii: ^ev{io* i k ^ w k ^ ^ 
r y 
9
 g,r ^»^'iJrt. *kr' 
^ l / f - s 
%*<^ppt:n*jX +o f^ra. g ; J ^ . H . 
_ _ 
p ^ C l ' : ' ' ''"*-iS n£ TJLo &*{,PYAflnjQ^*\ tiU&rJs AcLLS* HfaoOSyf misJt Act; 
^ r f / r , M / : _ - V ~ / l u y LQktL-^j -ftj.x*. ^ W v S u f l V . i V ^ hz pmrt^ijrit k<^df< A>M\J 
S O L a k - ' . - f ^ - A - i > . 0 7 f Z X k y ^ l *& ? - z . - V f l? 0T) f .O w,l CfcO. 
IA f.•****£!i>~-Hsxb- CdutJ feuli-LU. -K* A M . V _ ^<-IVJ_>VX»>7- I'IO nr^NT -for _• 
yi^tii/!(LLS : 
k » _ ^ rtAvic,_f_j u^ ,«/„_j, i»;>„irfc*, ^ /&t*J, vOV^tU s»U„H t_a> 
too j.sgrs'r*- d™>>\\ U-? U>^rriJ Xmr^ ^rv£*.UjJf-*^it, or „ f l f i>_^r „^ 
provision** _H- ' . §_,•?-_-2.03 WHO ^k>'iU pr<w,£jjT : 
Ci^,^U,r?^>(f4tr\ haM rU\J-r AM MlrtAhj ><np),'rahJ 
\<*y$tt urizQuj; /' : 
^ , r J t . C U b±irr«</ Cr*t* proKci^V^ 7U ( U V .U^M, x^J^h 
E>x'I'T S 
CVa. fl / j r t t ^ ^ r v H ^ J ^ g ^ 4 - A 1 yVA^ dtsddUL fLCWetc -JtrcA-AfY. 
pn'uxh^ iKtJrkij^ S u i g ^ ^ / t N ^ (n3- £.-30*? CO c)r p r rvkr -k^ 
lofti'f,^^ {toVyMs^ f»yar/iOft r*.c^-r.y,4y^ fi-P a c c i l r ." 
iM(!o^o^~A>^}r o-P H*t'.< iWxpHjir -ftt orAg.-,r ^/:S<: tno/uri.." C p^L^^g, Jock.', 
r- pQrt"?^' "^ -ft' ? t i ^ ^ ^ W5 queues , or w\\suhJcktnl&Hds KiK f^ pU'^h'ft 
PJ./£> 
ULVJ 
Ja«V*v ^ ^ - ^ f U/os**-~ tU, / /v>*Vrv\^W ~rijL $J-*ic U^A i W i k pfQi/i'tUJ 
TKJU, p/W.JfoGfe-'£/'*slr l^juuLsk-for D'^cjOiA^y u)^** -Ccbuf o^ %~Z6-oy. 
CoM^I*!^ 4- < TKj^ d&J.4^et£wtr U^\/~C & V U j H <J0H>1/3l^ ' CO,'/fc«, f t ^ Uf, £ . ' ' 
"Jd^pl^t^h. T tu . pU4Jf» C tfl.V kJoh £;U " ^ Vnok'o*- t o ^ppt/^zJhTU 
°/**J/*jy u^ + i'l 'i>-S'Ql* SJUU: ( o ^ O o V . d , Dock. Sv.s-M'Mf, ^ . t f , 
7V-c^  pl^'Jh'^C $iu.J SK SJU-^CI ^ u j u f - -for ^,' j*co^v^ ^ u ^ i ' ^ COnaji 
"TkJb cteA*J})*jh SCcjujL I W * / - fU. uW-f- o^dwiJ ^ o ^ t V ^ / 5-feyV 
BxlU^ S 
PTMQ^(IO.<J r>s>^,j/z>'(+jr- £*J,I TEA. ^ujyJ,'^^e.Jhf'f fit ->fcJ Vfl r -
5 . 
<*_/9^ r4 »V i'4 gfef»y*tvnVJ<-r 1K>)- .' CO, ifci Alrc^i^ Soix<jifr is UiJrte/ 
^ o u ^ l ^ - f i r tilll'O.-fUa, MlJCJHMsy ,'< U O ^ i y bur^^.UiKr.f. OT Q*pt~U'LJt.} 
Ttjp.<jf. rule c ho m&u*. P^e. Q.6\MT\- Cor A*) Orjjs lbr*\fajJi,'*.<. d;<cti\Mtrty . 
i^A^tf/ ruiur allficJ •&),-£ (ii&o^rji^} or *)opJ~V)M\/i'*jfj H A A , 
V U H " ' »/ 
J^cW-s^v^ l o o u ^ ^ WiL- Ab le I O ^ O V A C ^ $VA»vNvVfcrw ^ < M j v ^ f aysIUJL 
/ v i 5 » W r / ^ l / ^ U ^ J ^ W ^ ^ ^AJU^ p r o ^ / t U j / Thus Av^uf l r *^*" , 
C5j4?t'vAO IY-IONS-B^S- bUorsu Tk*. ct>w4- 0fdu\U prQ(SULd\'^S f&^^d- Si^u '> 
HJULj^krv^ C£Tvy-fe^<L^cjL/ <S^4 "HNC S-Ui/j -+W^ V V* , CJXA/-V ( M ito-^ b pUcL, 
^•t- fk^4 a te / * , c^JL^ /Uo-A d ( - k ^ " t k t - f^c>i^-V H^u dtAt^tetA-s d<A ^ 
tov^yol^ u . ' t h ftuJju 3 ^ 0 0 , & ^ ; U+. £ . C,'a. A £ u U J<K^> wkt'cU proofk> 
/&,{^j\-,'Qfs y^d-L/^i— -ho (LentjaiJt dfcCJ f-es~y > S>'AJC± P^ puCftsjL evrlU. 
Lz>ui A>O l^e,i/~ t v - * r K Ti^t, Court )K <^ A n*>Jii-/t^ lo Tu.Lt &v-> - d - ^ »^vH-//v-, 4-o rft^v,i \ 
£x>h?> f S 
ffcO. X H - T U ^ flfg.-fr w / ^ - r A J - Jr&ti\ey~1pk <£-fa'te*&AJ*n\*Jljr yD^bOA 
_ , _ _ . , — ^ j . ,
 7 
tK^- \&>vSAsvf - fc i^^ -/-^ s * i . .'4 ,W\*t 7^LLS^^• to M S<^/brquT 
<>£' K ^ W ^ TKlL'wr*, SutftUh**" - IK^ I^LK, J * £ < ^ ^>C W ^ L , , ^ ' ^ t^Wf^ 
H^bvV ^rOivAM^" T^ rvL -^y ^ K J A S»v'(0(J2>Ta p&t«JV£ d ^ rJdf P/6e. £ 
bjb r ^ i u r ^ u i j ' ^ c l u J ;»-><* <*W JL£OH-S fo/" Compel (/«Jg Mi'i»co«^^w» 
5x\r\ cjb&Zs ~TUJL>V Ohn'ftt^ CU^\U^4<u 7£ Tkjb J^d-Jtrv^ £o/* SvAmymdiy 
^TuJl^WJuJr ' / K i d To 0<-CUV\~N\|U^T Tt-s^ RVAJJU oC ^<AMry 
^w<4 Vvus+- " b ^ lX/~.V<*J X^ li^Ur o£ TU, typify*, RUJU e£ Cw.'l 
P^OLSLXUV^JU A UAX&) S to <0( <&/ 34tt>;. 
>v,o//fr—> TO Cowi^xJl hlsajistb^ fi*>J X^i Suppo^ of' V*)(}itY\ &>f I H ^ ' / O A ^ 
o^tpot^ p^-i \)£V!OKK± ^yotuJjs^t t^+iu/ <J^^C^ JJJI^L ^^ Orkney* sfeyA^ 
5U^ f>'U*« * ^ V - k ' K ) ^ R j q o p ^ / T K j ^ ****** cU^rtcj- CiM/k 
/rJ C^-&Uy IAJKV'CU h^KJdtc 1H, ^ ^ j o / j k i ^ iMW\»k, Uu^^Uifs } rouW^lu 
[ f~j- > i v r » i -v/» - ^ w . — *-•
 f / _ 
-for KH^rK^^o. <lq>h ^ ^ 
5 ^ o£ <Voo 
E,*/ lz> / f S 
at lM*#> Cv\/, P. IRidtL, £ b < Q . ' TK*4 r u l e p m i ; ( l i A ; i'*0 f.gAo.Uc»iuk psf4'. 
!iou a yv.PT 
^tA-^> V ^ ^ g _<prv-i K>
 v ^ A^^ i / . ' - kc fliT ^ ^k,<HAJl'£fl-, p-rtlh 
W -H^VC v ^ l c ^ / muj>)- s jdKWHs, SfL* i l$\f_ $*.i\\ s V « w ."IN^I-Hr\a^ 
-g ^ V ^ r .&./ J fr, ^  ^ ^ r \\\ m ,/y 
•SM^brv>',X- -WJL a^a^v>. '^-s r o ^ u . ^ a . J i («0 flwdi %(*(<Q A^oai^L, -/-KrdaQU TtJL 
J ^ c a j ; Qsr U f , pr, '<^ft jrV d W / v x ^ . ' M ^ L Al ia ^^/4>W<L2 V/, ^ f r M , 5 7 g ^ , ^ j 
3 ( 7 ; 3 /? ^ ^ c,V. >f7^J ( ^ J J i V f l t i ^ 4 rjp.pdr4- I'X AJgjog^r^r^ fe> ^fckjrviiiWx, 
kx^ ^>n uiVfcHvt/^ !&<ks-&-r^ UAC A M J ^ . ' - U I ' O U r CjAi'rn • " ^ y ^ i g . koIXvls 
\y^j * *-**J J 
H'4A *JI dwu ^ 7 / i ' ^ u u presii^h JV »V 3 ^vvxjj^ ck&Alw^je, fo 1H 
TZJO ^»fd-L^x ,Vj ; ' / i nurpanfJU /-o p/^.'^WtfJ OfljM&S Go^pfe.vl- G lit/ & 
^ ^ A P.vi4 Ofjpor-kkvlkf -ha p/mssuutr SucW U>.' JJ&UL*. ( j ^ u x
 } TtX~oSuT^ I f 
aiw 6 + K b i V / - 6k DoO.. fii/ur s l « ^ i k ' p^, 3 . T T ^ i vc f ^ Co^puW^ y ^ ! 
^kQj US&Q£-fat's / / O & r m o - I / < r ^ 1 ^ A ^ /OOK> U>£b>k -f<=> t*J-ro *£u<JU . 
or'/J^rc/ UjliK%± d \ t a ^ ! / A ^ < > r ^ s - k V ^ -*Kak U)0ul<^/H^<MA) O^ckW* 
^ C^LA^-4 9 ^ ^ v 0 f W t^d4 JYIO/V, ^V—• 
&.x\L'>\ S 
^ U ^ / J W . * " 4v> Yy, -2J>; yj^r^. 4 
TLJL S4^V»> JO Us PJtpgy^J 4 o pU^A-i'tEc 0r,'y'*J*.\ CdlwpU.'jl- C / k / A Wy^f^ 
t* O/jto/ss UtJ<k<r- ^ ^ • C I ' I ; . P , fluff, t?Abl<$\ £!L J O-^ < M Z ^ S . 7 U 
/n?V//?u-. A? fa'trntCC AntrxdjJ r^^UuP' f a oU**'*J ^ f i fr4XS*)\- -fLq ",',j£»/-^ 
rilkl> f - f lu / l C,'~<4L H*sA> tt-i. f\*Liy>»t*. fll H^ Utl.'rc r l< | i i i > *f . twi . . rg€ , f r4 
v^i^A^tAi / ^ Cali-kj sis/A lAtJA/4-i.itTAirsj Iflf^iJ-fpssySk/HHiiy. i/.tfmt 
£ 3 F - > ^ / 2 / / ? ^ l / ^ A > W , ? / ^ f O , C / J v ' , ^ . ^ A ^ I \r. it^\-1<rx*ji;l ftAKM 
Dx£, Ww^n . 1 ^ 0 ^ . 1-oPI. ^
 D l -^,, O / i ^ / D/rcVy /ww T >> Sy*pp, H,4. f0^  i*pr|frj^ 
U4.fe. <,ft>.P. ^ L . ^ 9/.CbX/3 °T4- (' i-^f^ ^CU~J,I tor oL.yL4i'vi~-tM+M~( iVA^ma^/^ 
^ fttiJ.^- >.i/|y ti>, //JifJ*»(r* !UL, A+HM i-r.'sl . ' / f tp. )'/N^CO^VVN^4IV ^n/v^U7f~ ^ J f J 
X * i _ 
S ^ o£fro^ 
TL/LJ S-JOAL^ (J^yJhc £}fl*(/ x /Qp^iii.cj- /Tn S U ^ W M ' 4 W CWAV*VV,/OV-> 
•for x S4 ->Y a<P Tk>-~kW',f i«°3 ^ PUl^W^s hAft+Vtv^  fo^ ^ u m n ^ ^ 
<r>n ftJL pU^J,'^^. TLc. JJJ&^AJT* ^^gxi ' -Av^ i<0 ffco. p ro la t e , / 
5 U ^ ^ Y ^ . y - ) ^ . ^ (A),'^;oiKV\^ H ^ < , ^ -ft4L csafV< rtd .V>^ SJLI', C?* D'VK 
/?U^u<4-> 2 . , 7^><g&, X t , y( / fr ,V»iJ^ U&rt M«f/TVT,^.. -ft" 4-I'AX^ P r o w s T*s<Liy(,V^ 
<?-P ft< ^ u t - s ^ ~ -fa S^WVyV -ft^ l^i. 's rjv-.,(Qu^t)w^r <^-ftg P ^ t ^ J ^ r ^ 
MfA-'fTv-y -fas' Sxxvr^r^^^^. , \u A rj^^-Tf J L\Jr 'iJS-lo^j cX\C^. -frt r e / y r/v^ 4r.VJ-«rr 
rliA^tiJ Par tM.
 t\Loi/sg r<sy<^o.c. 
J U 5 G t W cJi'StrGAft^ o£ ** ^0u<+ ^ e * ^ * ^ " f * A Sp*J-^. U^dUjT V^U*> TVUJU, 
7*JL dUbk^dBf^+y / ' V Aa^ 6b)uJ~ -hD +t~& '-turn, &r OssS or C^t^cry oC 
•k>T^ CjoitrV SJLOc ^wj l Ob-Z^i'J j ^ - k x , } / HJL (K«U<r . "7J^ prokjUil^ty 0^cU<^ 
(J S K « 7 c / * ~ r V© ^ u t ^ ^ l o U ^ V i ^ p l v . V K # Vi i u ^ ^ 1 ^ +0 . ^ i i t ^ o ; 
/ # ? , </£? ^ 2 ^ 3^f (/<K*7). Cl lv i / purpoiss. o ^ o d i u ; ^ ^ ru4x5 d^c 4o mak^ 
for ^ r - h v x i ^ &npK 4^/J 
B*» ^ ' T ^ 
p^ur-f- 4i'*JAs ^ p/A/Jfi'/y^ piaAj/Aig fsKx&:t\**Jr to riPTfi/-^ K;^ ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^ / 
"flo^e-fare, fkc S-IAJGA' fa/iJ-iW* far .Tu A^ztr a^n ~n~* pk.^J?^^* / r AiJ\iA. 
] 7A,c 3W*o v^udV^ U/ 7t£, L Q ^ p / ^ a j 1t^ >, c a n , \NVU\ \>o...^ r^> c/ IM*. 
U /[pw\y>l>*ftJr*
 : 
T .
 ; ; ; 
^ 1 ^ 4 +LP. S-)±4-L ,J;A *j/M +u, -fiw4 s4*yf -tta^ A.<kj,/ fit^ oo, i fa* N v i c k 
fttttAOj IcJ' dtoJ rP(hiVUKfl A S-bi^ IMA<: dm* trig Ttv» N i . ( , , ^ n Uli.yktr\0 
^ 
mjJj^Tko, &p{?h'(±Ut, fuhj of d!<t<hrt>^j . S,nrw>^ -fAjAJ h ^ p ^ ^ ^ A r t ^ 
Mi^l fccf cXymwusT, kor d''J %JU^ .IOJJ^ ^»«^f lV ^ *©&UU«/( C,U&IU~ .^c 
-ft? TO S U V ^ W ^ V ^ J JU^NvJuT f y*\4K<rv-v <0i^ ~ Sppro%(J~. JUL ^? &»*>>'-$ 
QtnC/uSi'ih. 
7Ri'i <jQur+ Vviuif c ^ > ^ 7 ^ j - t W tfi^Vw /<)•- 3, procWwr-^ T A ^ 
^ u w r > > r M ^ w f ^ - U - T ) j JL5>p*JLt $\KA S » V C ^ ~tW_Sc ft~v<^* kMWt, ^6w^g( -
\&T\ i'yy*biri ', 
< ^ i W K f t T ^ C ^ l^T • J&tk£0~r^> f Prc^yfL 
&,vj £ 
IN TV£ QTSTOin' CQ-RT CF" 1}£ SIXTH UU3TCJPL OLSTRir 
JV7W5 TCP S W O E CONTV^TATE CF UTAH 
Lau:r e Nee, M JagRs ON 
V. 
/f£ STATE CF U/7H #"*'•/ 
DbfoNdawts« 
MDIJWDtM IM REPLY TO 
DEFEAT'S MIMQ^WIK! 3M 
CFFDSulDN TO FLATKITIFF^ 
KnUM 10 STRIKE JdKT 
ivDTICM A\D SuFU/TJDVl 
C i v i l K b : o^-o<s,oo?ra 
Tadc^, Wa I la c€• A. Lee-
«_r- t^-/ t/^ CJ LjLf*Jasj SubYvvi'V- tKs memory wcAuv^  o>o ft^fk^ To bzf 
*Vv-> 70 
1
 ^ < 
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Ex^'.l P 
JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, etal. 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
THE STATE'S MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pursuant to Rule 7(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant State of Utah, 
Department of Corrections (the State) files this memorandum of points and authorities 
supporting its motion for judgment on the pleadings. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pro se plaintiff Lawrence M. Jackson (Jackson) is an inmate housed in Gunnison, Utah. 
Jackson initially sued the State alleging a medical malpractice claim, a claim under the Eighth 
Amendment of the Federal Constitution, and a claim under the Utah Constitution. The State 
filed a motion to dismiss Jackson's complaint for failure to state a claim, and the Court dismissed 
all claims against the State except for the claim under the Utah Constitution and allowed Jackson 
to file an amended complaint. Jackson did so, and the State has answer Plaintiffs amended 
complaint. The State now moves for dismissal on the ground that the State cannot be sued for 
money damages based on an alleged violation of the Utah Constitution. 
RELEVANT FACTS 
1. Jackson's original complaint was filed with the Sixth District Court of Utah on or 
about November 17,2004. 
2. The Court only ordered a copy of the original complaint, directed at the State, to be 
served on the Attorney General for a response. 
3. The State filed a motion to dismiss, and Jackson then filed a proposed amended 
complaint. 
4. The State filed a motion to dismiss Jackson's amended complaint, and on January 3, 
2006, the Court issued an order granting in part and denying in part the State's Motion to 
Dismiss. (See Mem. Dec. and Order of 1/3/06 at 12, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A.) 
5. The Court dismissed all of Jackson's claims against the State, except for Jackson's 
claim under Article I, Section 9 of the Utah Constitution. (See Mem. Dec. and Order at 9-11.) 
6. In its January 3,2006 order, the Court also granted Jackson's Motion for Leave to 
Amend his Complaint. (Mem. Dec. and Order at 11-12.) 
7. Jackson served his amended complaint on counsel for the State, and the State filed an 
answer on April 28,2006. 
8. The State employee identified only in Jackson's amended complaint as medical 
technician "Lisa" has not been served. 
2 
ARGUMENT 
A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(c) should be granted if, accepting the factual 
allegations in the complaint as true, the plaintiff could not recover as a matter of law. Arndt v. 
First Interstate Bank of Utah, N.A., 1999 UT 91, \ 2, 991 P.2d 584. Under this standard, 
Jackson's claim for alleged violation of the Utah Constitution is fatally flawed and should be 
dismissed with prejudice. 
PLAINTIFF CANNOT RECOVER DAMAGES AGAINST THE STATE FOR 
ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE UTAH CONSTITUTION. 
Jackson's claim against the State for alleged violation of the Utah Constitution must be 
dismissed because damages are not recoverable against the State. Jackson has asserted a claim 
under Article I, Section 9 of the Utah Constitution. (See Am. Compl. for Med. Mai. and Const. 
Rights Violations at 7-8.) That section provides, in relevant part: "Persons arrested or 
imprisoned shall not be treated with unnecessary rigor," and applies to the treatment of inmates. 
State v. Schweitzer, 943 P.2d 649, 654 n.2 (Utah App. 1997). 
The Utah Constitution itself does not provide for damage remedies. Spackman v. Bd. of 
Educ. of the Box Elder County Sch. Dist., 2000 UT 87, f 20,16 P.3d 533.1 Accordingly, "there 
is no textual constitutional right to damages for one who suffers a constitutional tort." Id. In 
Spackman the Utah Supreme Court held that Utah courts' "ability to award damages for violation 
The sole exception, inapplicable here, is for constitutional takings. Id. Utah Const, art. I, 
§22. 
of a self-executing constitutional provision rests on the common law." Id? Under the common 
law it was well settled that, absent a waiver of immunity, the state as a sovereign could not be 
sued for money damages. See, e.g., Will v. Michigan, 491 U.S. 58, 67 (1989) ("The doctrine of 
[state] sovereign immunity was a familiar doctrine at common law.") Since damages were not 
available against the State under the common law, damages cannot be awarded against the State 
for an alleged violation of the Utah Constitution. The court's analysis in Spacbnan bears this 
conclusion out. 
Based on the common law, the Spacbnan court authorized, in certain circumstances, 
damages against individual state employees. Id. at K 22. Damages are available only when the 
plaintiff can show: (1) a flagrant violation of an individual's rights; (2) no alternative remedy 
other than damages; and (3) inadequacy of equitable relief. Id. at f^ 23. The Utah Supreme Court 
intended damages to be available against only state employees, since Spacbnan expressly 
provides that state employees are allowed "human frailties," without having to fear being liable 
for damages: "The requirement that the unconstitutional conduct be 'flagrant' ensures that a 
government employee is allowed the ordinary 'human frailties of forgetfulness, distractibility, or 
misjudgment without rendering [him or herjself liable for a constitutional violation.'" Id. 
(emphasis added) (alteration in original) (citations omitted). This passage contemplates recovery 
against an individual, not against the state itself. 
2
 A self-executing constitutional provision is one that may be judicially enforced without 
implementing legislation. The Utah Supreme Court allows direct causes of action only for 
violation of self-executing constitutional provisions. See Spacbnan, 2000 UT at ^  7. 
^v /b i - f 1? 
The rule that damages for alleged constitutional violations cannot be awarded against the 
sovereign has likewise been recognized in actions against the United States. In Bivens v. Six 
Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau ofNarcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), the Supreme 
Court permitted a plaintiffs suit against six federal agents for allegedly violating his Fourth 
Amendment rights. In recognizing a direct action under the Constitution, the Bivens court 
authorized a suit for damages against the individual agents, not against the sovereign, the United 
States. Id. at 410. ("However desirable a direct remedy against the Government might be as a 
substitute for individual official liability, the sovereign still remains immune to suit.''). 
There simply is no authority for the proposition that damages are recoverable against the 
state for violation of a self-executing state constitutional provision. Damages were not allowed 
against the state at common law, and the common law is the basis for the court's authority to 
award damages under the Utah Constitution. Accordingly, Jackson's claims for alleged violation 
of Article I, Section 9 should be dismissed with prejudice. 
/rw i b i \- D 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the State asks this Court to dismiss Jackson's suit against it with 
prejudice. JK 
DATED this \& day of May, 2006. 
MARKL.SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney General 
JONIJV JONES 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
Litigation Division 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al. 
Defendants. 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
REQUESTING THAT THE STATE 
BE ALLOWED TO FILE A 
MARTINEZ REPORT AND THAT 
ALL PROCEEDINGS ARE STAYED 
UNTIL THE MARTINEZ REPORT IS 
FILED 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Defendant State of Utah, Department of Corrections (the State) moves the Court to stay 
proceedings pending the State filing a Martinez report. 
The State believes a Martinez report is necessary to determine whether Plaintiffs claims 
have a factual and legal basis. A stay is necessary to prevent Plaintiff from continuing to file 
various motions, including motions to compel discovery; such motion are often without legal 
6v\V^ * 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this 13,heday of March, 2007,1 caused to be served by U.S. mail a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing THE STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR MARTINEZ REPORT, to the following: 
Lawrence M. Jackson 
Inmate # 28879 
Cedar 2-214-B 
Central Utah Correctional Facility 
P.O. Box 550 
Gunnison, Utah 84634 
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Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al. 
Defendants. 
THE STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY AND IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR MARTINEZ REPORT 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pursuant to Rule 7(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant State of Utah files 
this memorandum opposing Plaintiff Lawrence Jackson's Motion To Compel Discovery. 
INTRODUCTION 
During a telephonic conference on December 20,2007, the Court ordered proceedings 
stayed until Jackson had moved for summary judgment on his new claims based on the 
information the State had already provided him. (See Trans, of 12-20-06 hearing, attached as 
Exhibit A, at 3-4) Since then, Jackson has twice filed motions to compel discovery. (See Memo . 
in Supp. of Motion to Compel Discover, dated 1/1/07.) The current motion to compel should be 
denied, because the Court has ordered proceedings stayed and Jackson is not entitled to the 
material he seeks. 
ARGUMENT 
L BECAUSE THE COURT HAS STAYED PROCEEDINGS, JACKSON SHOULD 
NOT BE ALLOWED TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY. 
During the December 20, 2006 telephonic conference, the Court ordered proceedings 
stayed until the State answered Jackson's supplemental pleadings and amended complaint and 
until Jackson filed a renewed motion for summary judgment. (See Order of 12-20-6 at 3-4.) The 
Court recognized that Jackson would be able to move for summary judgment on the materials he 
had already been provided: 
Judge Lee: Alright, Ms. Jones, how long do you propose that we stay 
things to see if Mr. Jackson will supplement the motion for summary judgment? 
Judge Lee: Okay, so 30 days after you [the State] file your answer to the 
supplemented pleadings, then Mr. Jackson will renew his motion for summary 
judgment and supplement that with whatever discovery heys received and any 
other arguments he wants to make based thereon and then you can respond to 
that." 
2 
(Id. at 4 (emphases added).) In addition, as set forth in the State's memorandum 
opposing Jackson's previous request for discovery, the State has already provided Jackson with 
Utah Department of Corrections medical records from November 2003 through December 2004. 
(See Memo in Opp. to Pi's Motion to Strike and Motion to Compel Discovery, filed 1-22-07, at 
6-7 and Exhibit B.) 
II. PLAINTIFF HAS NO LEGAL RIGHT TO OBTAIN MOST OF THE MATERIAL 
HE HAS REQUESTED. 
This Court should also deny Jackson's motion to compel discovery because Jackson has 
requested information that he is not legally entitled to have. For example, Jackson asks the Court 
to require the State to provide him with Lisa Soper's "place of legal residence" and her "current 
place of employment." (Ex A to Pi's Motion to Compel Discovery.) The Court doubtless is 
aware that the Department of Corrections is prohibited by law from giving out the home address 
of its current or former employees. See Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-302(1 )(f) (2004). Many of 
Jackson's other requests are similarly improper. (See, e.g., Ex A to Pi's Motion to Compel 
Discovery, at 1 ("Medical Technician, Lisa Soper's work record during the relevant times, i.e., 
from October, 2003 to December 2003." "A copy of a list of inmate patients seen in the CUCF 
medical department between November 1, 2003 and November 20,2003.") 
Jackson is not entitled to much of the information he has requested and the Court should 
deny his request. The State proposes that, rather than Jackson making motion after motion to 
compel discovery, which the State will doubtless oppose on various grounds, that the Court issue 
an order staying ALL proceedings (including discovery requests) pending the State filing a 
3 
Martinez report. The federal district courts in Utah, which handle the majority of inmate 
lawsuits, routinely order Martinez reports as a method of controlling the litigation and allowing 
the defendants to provide all relevant records in their possession and to move for summary 
judgment, if appropriate, on the inmates claims. See, e.g., Hall v. Bellmon, 935 F.2d 1106,1109 
(10th Cir. 1991) (noting Martinez report is often necessary in pro se inmate cases "to develop a 
record sufficient [for the trial judge] to ascertain whether there are any factual or legal bases for 
the prisoner's claims."); see also Martinez v. Aaron, 570 F.2d 317, 319 (10th Cir. 1978) (holding 
that report is necessary to determine "preliminary issues including those of jurisdiction'*). 
The focus in this case should be on whether Jackson has a meritorious claim. The State 
believes it can provide sufficient information, including copies of Jackson's medical records and 
affidavits from medical personnel, that will show Jackson's claims must fail as a matter of law. 
However, with Ja.ckson constantly sending letters and filing motions with the Court, the State's 
time and resources in this case have been spent on responding to Jackson's motions. The State's, 
the Court's, and Jackson's time would be better spent if the parties focused on determining what 
evidence supports Jackson's allegations. Accordingly, the State asks the Court to stay all 
proceedings pending the State filing a Martinez report, which must be filed within 60 days of any 
order the Court may issue allowing the State to file a Martinez report. 
The State is filing a separate motion and proposed order concurrently. 
4 
Ex\\DlK ]\j 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the State respectfully asks the Court to deny Jackson's motion to 
compel discovery and to issue an order in the form of the order attached to the State's Motion 
Requesting Martinez Report And A Stay On All Proceedings. 
DATED this 13th day of March, 2007. 
MARKL.SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney General 
JONI J. JONES 
Assistant Utah Attorney "General 
Litigation Division 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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Bailiff: Sixth District Court is in session. Judge Wallace Lee presiding. Court come to 
order and bailiff be seated. 
Judge Lee: Thank you Mr. Bailiff. Good morning to everybody. It's the 20th of 
December, and we're starting court just about 9:35 this morning. I think there are some 
parties on the telephone and I need to take them first. It takes precedence over everything 
else it seems like. Good morning, we're in the case of Lawrence Jackson vs. State of 
Utah and those that are on the telephone, if you'd please enter your appearance. 
Ms, Jones: This is Joni Jones with the Utah Attorney General's Office representing the 
State of Utah. 
Judge Lee: Thank you Ms. Jones 
Ms. Jones: I also have with me my paralegal Sharon Zeller who is in the office. 
Judge Lee: Thank you. 
Ms. Jones: Mr. Jackson should be on the line as well. Mr. Jackson? 
Mr. Jackson: Yes, this is Lawrence Jackson, plaintiff for the case. 
Judge Lee: Thank you. Alright, the matter is scheduled on the calendar today for a 
telephone conference and I'm not sure what's pending so let me turn to Ms. Jones for an 
update. 
Ms. Jones: Yes, your honor. I requested a telephonic conference today to address an 
issue that has come up. Mr. Jackson and I after a couple of phone calls entered into a 
stipulation to allow Mr. Jackson to proceed on some of the motions that he had filed. 
Specifically, he had filed with the court a request to have some affidavits completed and 
notarized. He also had filed a motion to supplement the pleadings. He also filed a 
motion for some discovery. And what I did, was attempt to work out with him, 
informally just between the two of us, resolutions of some of those matters because there 
has been quite a number of motions filed in this case, and one of the things that I 
requested from Mr. Jackson was that I not be required to respond to his pending motion 
for summary judgment. And the reason for that request, was that with Mr. Jackson 
supplementing the pleadings and requesting more evidence and obtaining affidavits, it 
was of course my assumption that he would want to use that information for, in support, 
of his motion for summary judgment, and the stipulation provided that once I provided all 
the information to him. For example, I've already sent over to him all of the medical 
records in his case in the relevant time period for the alleged injuries he sustained in 
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2003,1 believe. So I sent over a stack of his medical records relating to that injury and 
the stipulation provided that either one of us could move for summary judgment based on 
this information. And Mr. Jackson has recently filed with the Court a motion to set aside 
the stipulation because he would like me to respond to the summary judgment. And I just 
wanted to be sure that we had a record on this issue. I have no problem with responding 
to the summary judgment, but to me it makes more sense if Mr. Jackson wants to use this 
evidence that he's obtained both the affidavits and the medical records, that he would do 
so and file a renewed motion for summary judgment. That would be my preference, 
rather than having to respond to two. 
So, that was my purpose in requesting this conference today. 1 wanted there to 
be a record on my position on the stipulation that we entered into. Mr. Jackson never 
contacted me to ask me to set aside, or never tried to write to me directly, to discuss this. 
So, I don't object to that; however, I would prefer that the Court rule that I don't have to 
respond to that summary judgment and instead that Mr. Jackson can file a renewed 
motion for summary judgment based on all this information that he's obtained. 
And one other thing your Honor, I just want to state for the record, I know that 
you have issued a memorandum decision recently in which you allowed Mr. Jackson to 
supplement the pleadings and amend the complaint and ordered that we assist in getting 
him access to the inmates to prepare the affidavits and have those notarized. I think it's 
important to know that the state has tried to cooperate in these matters. We have already, 
before you issued this order, assisted him with the affidavits. We've already returned two 
to him and my paralegal, Sharon Zeller, already has two more that she is returning to 
him. I had already agreed to allow hl^to^upplement the pleadings.! 
It would be my request that now that we ve provided all this information 
and thelaffidavits, that there be a stay in the case pending either Mr. Jackson or me 
moving for summary judgment on all the information. 
Judge Lee: Okay, thank you. What you're suggesting is procedure that would aid us in 
economy I suppose so that we're only responding to one; rather than, it sounds like if we 
do as Mr. Jackson is proposing, we'd have to respond to this one and then consider a 
renewed one possibly in the future. And you're trying to combine the two and move 
along. Is that right? 
Ms. Jones: Yes, your Honor. 
Judge Lee: Mr. Jackson, you understand Ms. Jones' position? 
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Mr. Jackson: I understand her assertions of. It's my position though that the summary 
judgment, or the agreement that she put into that joint motion and stipulation, stated in 
short terms that they didn't have to respond to the summary judgment other than what her 
answers were. My concern is that I've been reading a little bit on that summary judgment 
and her answer to the complaint from what I can read, she is to respond and that nothing 
new can be brought into that summary judgment other than what her answers were. And 
that's the way I read the statutes, but I mean the rules. But um, at first I didn't know if I 
was reading what she had wrote correctly or not. If she was just saying I don't need to 
respond to it, then that would mean she basically could go back and change her answer at 
some point. The way I read the rules and stuff that was not allowed. 
Judge Lee: And I don't understand that as being her purpose. It sounds like she's giving 
you an opportunity to supplement your motion for summary judgment with the materials 
that she's provided and then she's asking that she just be able to respond to that, your 
supplemental motion for summary judgment rather than two of them. And that seems to 
make sense to me. You'd be allowed to supplement what you've got and she'd be 
allowed to answer the supplemented one. 
Mr, Jackson: The other thing is the discovery that I had asked for in that first request for 
discovery, there was a number of things that I didn't get on there and basically what I got 
was a medical computer data sheets that showed some of my medical history and stuff 
like that and seems pretty biased for the government that there are specialists that did the 
surgery on my eye and everything and they had made comments to me about my injury 
and why I would be having permanent impairment and things like that and those things 
aren't reflected in any of the information that she sent me and I was concerned that there 
had been a failure of consideration which I think would be probably material in a 
Judge Lee: Alright, Ms. Jones, how long do you propose that we stay things to see if 
Mr. Jackson will supplement the motion for summary judgment? 
Ms. Jones: Well, first of all your Honor, you did grant his request to supplement the 
pleadings and amend the complaint. And the time for me to respond to the supplemental 
pleadings expires in January so I would like an opportunity to do that first. And then, I 
don't know if Mr. Jackson needs 30 days or 60 days from then to renew his motion. He 
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can do a renewed motion on what he's already filed and then a motion on the rest of the 
matters. I don't know Mr. Jackson how much time you need. 
Let me also say this. When I provided the medical records to Mr. Jackson, that's 
what we have. I can provide an affidavit from the DOC records manager stating that's 
what we have. I don't have direct access to some medical records that may be 
maintained independently at the University of Utah Hospital where I know Mr. Jackson 
received some care. But the medical records that we provided are what we have. 
Judge Lee: Okay, why don't we do this. I agree that Mr. Jackson needs some time to 
supplement his pleadings. You need some time to answer that. And as you say, that's in 
January when that will happen. And then Mr. Jackson, how much time you gonna need 
to supplement your motion for summary judgment, or to renew it? 
Mr. Jackson: Of course I'd like to be able to find out what she's saying about the 
supplemental pleadings. 30 days after that I guess: 
Judge Lee: 30 days? Okay. That sounds reasonable. Does that sound reasonable to you 
Ms. Jones? 
Ms. Jones: Yes, your Honor. 
Judge Lee: Okay, so 30 days after you file your answer to the supplemented pleadings, 
then Mr. Jackson will renew his motion for summary judgment and supplement that with 
whatever discovery he's received and any other arguments he wants to make based 
thereon and then you can respond to that. 
Ms. Jones: Right, and of course, your honor, I plan at that time that I oppose whatever 
motions that he might file and we would be presenting our own cross-motion for 
summery judgment. 
Judge Lee: Understood. And then he'd have a chance to respond to that. 
Ms. Jones: Of course. 
Mr. Jackson: Okay, is there, can I get a specific ruling then basically on what her, I 
mean the Rules 56 in one of the annotations it states specifically they're only allowed to 
argue from their answer of that summary judgment. I'm concerned that a whole lot of 
other things would get brought up that should have been brought up at the time of her 
answer and that sort of stuff. I don't know if I'm readin' it correctly or not but that was a 
real concern of mine. 
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Judge Lee: Well, she hasn't answered yet. 
Mr, Jackson: I mean the answer to the complaint. 
Judge Lee: Well, she'll have to answer the supplemental pleadings that you filed and 
she'll have to do that under the rules and you'll both have to deal with the rules regarding 
civil procedure. I haven't seen anything yet so I can't rule on that. 
Mr. Jackson: Okay, alright. 
Judge Lee: Okay, thank you and I appreciate both of you and your efforts. 
Ms. Jones: Thank you your honor. 
Judge Lee: Thank you. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, Yvonne Sehenk, legal secretary to Joni J. Jones, hereby acknowledge that I 
have transcribed the above information from the telephonic conference cd on this 22nd 
day of January, 2007. 
DATED thiscPQ day of January, 2007. 
Notary Public 
SHARON AWN ZELLER 
160 E. 300 S. 6th Fir. 
Salt Lata City, UTM114 
My Commteslon Exptat 
March 1,2010 
State of Utah 
\3^n£, 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
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COUNTY OF SANPETE B y DEPUTY 
160 North Main, P.O. Box 100 
Manti, Utah 84642 
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LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 040600383 
Assigned Judge: Wallace A. Lee 
On 19 October 2006, the plaintiff submitted the following motions for the Court's 
decision: (1) Motion for Service of Summons by Other Means Pursuant to Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure, Rule 4(g); (2) Motion for Reconsideration of Court's Ruling and for Leave 
of the Court to Amend the Complaint; (3) Motion for an Order Requiring Defendants to 
Make Available a Witness for Signing an Affidavit and Grant a Continuance; and (4) Motion 
to Supplement the Pleadings. 
The Court considers each motion in turn. 
1. Motion for Service of a Summons bv Other Means Pursuant to Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure, Rule 4(g) 
This motion was filed on 8 June 2006 and is unopposed by the Defendants. It is 
based on the following set of facts: The plaintiff has made some efforts to serve Lisa Bergess 
with a copy of the summons and complaint in this case. Specifically, the plaintiff tried to 
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Corrections administrative department.! All of his efforts have failed. The plaintiff also 
attempted to secure legal representation but was unable to do so. Finally, the plaintiff does 
not have the money to pay a process server. On the basis of these facts, the plaintiff asks the 
Court to order the Clerk of the Court to effectuate service by mail or other means. 
Under Rule 4(d)(4)(A), the Court may order service by publication or by some other 
means in several instances: (1) "where the identity or whereabouts of the person to be served 
are unknown and cannot be ascertained through reasonable diligence;" (2) where "service 
upon all of the individual parties is impracticable under the circumstances;" or (3) where 
"there exists good cause to believe that the person to be served is avoiding service of 
process." The plaintiff is required to submit an affidavit showing his efforts to identify, 
locate, or serve the parties. 
The Court finds that in this case, the plaintiff has not established any of the required 
conditions under Rule 4(d)(4)(A). Therefore, the motion should be denied. First, the 
plaintiff knows the identity of the individual to be served. Second, his efforts to serve her 
were unsuccessful mostly because he is not able to hire a private process server. Third, the 
plaintiff did not show any reason to believe that Lisa Bergess is avoiding service of process. 
Therefore, the Court finds no sufficient grounds to order service by publication. 
Similarly, the Court finds that the Clerk of the Court is not in a position to locate, 
identify, and serve parties to this action. This is a civil suit for damages resulting from 
£x>^l\r ° 
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locate, identify, and serve all parties. The plaintiff simply has no more right than any other 
plaintiff in a civil suit to have the Court bear the cost or responsibility for service. 
Therefore, the plaintiffs Motion for Service of Summons by Other Means Pursuant to 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 4(g) is denied. 
2. Motion for Reconsideration of Court's Ruling and for Leave of the Court to 
Amend the Complaint 
The plaintiff filed this motion on 19 July 2006. The State has responded, and the 
plaintiff replied. The plaintiff seeks to amend the complaint in this case by adding two 
additional claims: (1) a claim for violations of Title II of the Americans with Disability Act 
of 1990 ("ADA"), 42 U.S.C.S. §I2l3jjt seq.; and (2) an Eighth Amendment claim against 
the State. The plaintiff originally asserted an Eighth Amendment claim in this case, but the 
claim was dismissed by this Court. 
In support of his current motion, the plaintiff relies on the recent United States 
Supreme Court decision in United States v. Georgia, 546 US 151 (2006). The plaintiff reads 
United States v. Georgia to hold that the State's sovereign immunity is waived to permit an 
Eighth Amendment claim against the State because the Eighth Amendment is incoiporated 
into the Fourteenth Amendment. Therefore, the plaintiff argues that the Court must 
reconsider its previous ruling in the Memorandum Decision issued on 6 January 2006, and 
allow the plaintiff to assert an Eighth Amendment claim against the State. 
£Exx\l\r J 
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The Court finds the plaintiffs interpretation of United States v. Georgia incorrect. 
The main holding of that case is that the State's immunity is waived only as long as the claim 
is brought under Title II of the ADA and thus, falls under the Fourtheenth Amendment. Id. at 
151. The Fourteenth Amendment incorporates the Eighth Amendment guarantee against cruel 
and unusual punishment. Therefore, claims under the Eighth Amendment may also be 
successfully asserted against the State. However, a clear prerequisite for waiver of immunity 
is that the claims must fall under Title II of the ADA. 
For the plaintiff this means that he may assert an Eighth Amendment claim against 
the defendants under Title II of the ADA, but he cannot independently bring such claim. On 
this basis, the Court finds its previous ruling correct because the plaintiff did not assert his 
Eighth Amendment claim under the ADA. 
The next question is whether the plaintiff should be permitted to amend his complaint 
to assert his claims under Title II of the ADA. Because a responsive pleading in this case has 
been served, the plaintiff "may amend his pleading only by leave of court... and leave shall 
be freely given when justice so requires." URCP, Rule 15(a). However, a party is not 
permitted to amend the complaint to add a claim that is legally insufficient or futile. See 
Smith v. Grand Canyon Expeditions Co., 84 P.3d 1154, 1162 (Utah 2003); Wright v. 
University of Utah, 876 P.2d 380, 387 (Utah App. 1994); Kasco Services Co. v. Benson, 831 
P.2d 86, 92-93 (Utah 1992). 
£V.VI J 
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not a disability covered by the ADA. The State cites several cases to support its argument. 
The Court has read the cited cases and concludes that the plaintiffs claim may not be 
futile if the plaintiff successfully proves that his diabetes constitutes a disability under the 
ADA. Indeed, the plaintiffs diabetes may be considered a disability if he shows that his 
medical condition "substantially limits one or more of [his] major life activities" in its treated 
state. Epstein v. Kalvin-Miller International, Inc., 100 F. Supp 2d 222, 224 (US District 
Court for Southern District of New York, 2000); see also Sutton v. United Air Lines, 527 US 
471,482 (1999); Moore v. City of Overland Park, 950 F. Supp 1081,1087 (US District Court 
for the District of Kansas, 1996). To reach such a conclusion, the Court would be required to 
analyze several elements to determine if plaintiff s diabetes qualifies as disability under the 
ADA. Thus, the plaintiffs proposed amendment is not futile, and the plaintiff should be 
allowed to amend his complaint. 
The plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Court's Ruling and for Leave of the 
Court to Amend the Complaint is partially granted and partially denied. The plaintiff is 
allowed to amend his complaint to add claims under the ADA. 
3. Motion for an Order Requiring Defendants to Make Available a Witness for 
Signing and Affidavit and Grant a Continuance 
This motion is unopposed by the State and was filed on 10 July 2006. The plaintiff 
and one of his notential witnesses against the State have prepared an affidavit. Before the 
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witness was able to sign the affidavit, the plaintiff was transferred to a different housing unit. 
The plaintiff has the unsigned affidavit in his possession, and he is asking this Court to order 
the State to make the witness available to sign the affidavit. 
The Court orders the State to facilitate presentation of the affidavit to the plaintiffs 
witness and use of a notary public for that purpose. 
4. Motion to Supplement Pleadings: 
This motion was filed on 5 October 2006 and is also unopposed by the State. The 
plaintiff is seeking to supplement his complaint under Rule 15(d), Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
The Court may permit service of a supplemental pleading "upon reasonable notice 
and upon such terms as are just." Id. In addition, the pleading must set forth "transactions or 
occurrences or events which have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be 
supplemented." Id. 
In this case, the plaintiff advances new facts and events that allegedly occurred in 
April, 2006. The complaint in this case was filed on 17 November 2004. Therefore, the 
plaintiff should be permitted to supplement his pleadings. The defendants have twenty (20) 
days to respond to the supplemented pleadings. 
The plaintiffs Motion to Supplement Pleadings is granted. 
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DATED this 7%. day of Dt/-e»i(~«' , 200 
WALLACE A. LEE, Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
On ffi/ffjftbftr 13 ,200j^?a copy of the above document was sent to the 
following by the method indicated: 
Addressee 
• Lawrence M. Jackson 
Plaintiff 
Oquirrh III-204-B 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
D Joni J. Jones 
Assistant Attorney General 
Mark L. Shurtleff 
Utah Attorney General 
160 East 300 South, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
^kMtnw^ 
Method 
\2f Mail 
• Hand delivery 
• Fax 
• Courthouse box 
\BT Mail 
• Hand delivery 
D Fax 
• Courthouse box 
^V/t, (f T 
* * * , ^ ^ - * ^ 
ft*. 
//7/X 
Vr\^l~F 
A - v , ' 
C - ^ i ^ ; r x 
JONIJ. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O.Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al. 
Defendants. 
JOINT MOTION AND 
STIPULATION TO ALLOW 
LIMITED DISCOVERY AND TO 
ALLOW PLAINTIFF TO 
SUPPLEMENT THE PLEADINGS 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Defendant State of Utah and Plaintiff Lawrence M. Jackson jointly move the Court for an 
order allowing Jackson to supplement the pleadings and allowing the parties to exchange limited 
discovery. The parties jointly move the Court based on the following facts and stipulations. 
1. Since Jackson filed his motion for summary judgment on June 8,2006, he has filed 
numerous other motions, including a motion to supplement the pleadings and a motion for 
discovery conference, both of which were filed on or about September 20,2006. 
X ^ o / ^ ™ 
2. On Friday, November 3, 2006, counsel for the State contacted Jackson at the Utah 
State Prison and the parties held a telephonic conference to discuss Jackson's motions and the 
status of the case. The parties held a telephonic conference again on November 7,2006. 
3. As a result of the conferences, the parties reached the following agreements: 
a. The parties agree that Jackson should be allowed to supplement the 
pleadings to add claims based on the factual allegations contained in Jackson's 
memorandum, filed with the Court on or about 9/20/06. A copy of Jackson's 
motion and memorandum are attached as Exhibit A. 
b. The parties agree that, by stipulating to allow Jackson to supplement the 
pleadings, the State is not waiving any defenses it may have to the claims Jackson 
seeks to add. 
c. The parties agree that the State has 20 days after Jackson serves a copy of 
the supplemental pleadings on counsel to file an answer or other response. 
d. The parties agree that the State will provide Jackson with copies of 
medical records relevant to the claims in Jackson's amended complaint filed on or 
about February 9,2006, and also provide copies of policies governing 
administration of medication to inmates. 
e. The parties agree that the State will not be required to respond to 
Jackson's motion for summary judgment, filed on or about June 8,2006. 
2 
;• n 
JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARKL.SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.CJ. Box 140856 
Sail Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, etal. 
Defendants. 
ORDER STAYING BRIEFING ON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pending resolution of the State's motion for judgment on the pleadings, this Court hereby 
STAYS briefing on Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. If the State's motion for judgment 
on the pleadings is denied, then the State must file its memorandum opposing Plaintiffs 
summary judgment within thirty days of the Court's ruling. 
SO ORDERED this 9<J- day oWrfy, 2006 
T$ 
Honorable Wallace A. Lee 
District Court Judge 
DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UT 
COUNTY OF SANPETE 
160 North Main, P.O. Box 100 
Manti, Utah 84642 
Telephone (435) 835-2131 Facsimile (435) 835-2135 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et.aU, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER 
Case No. 040600383 
Assigned Judge: Wallace A. Lee 
This case is before the Court pursuant to the defendants' Motion to Dismiss Amended 
Complaint. The defendants filed a memorandum in support of their Motion. The plaintiff filed a 
responsive memorandum. No reply memorandum was filed by the defendants. After these 
memoranda were filed, the plaintiff also filed a Motion to Supplement the Pleadings and a 
Motion for Appointment of Counsel. The defendants have not responded to these latter motions. 
All of the motions are now ready for decision. 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS AMENDED COMPLAINT 
The Court will first consider the Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint filed by the 
defendants. The Court notes that the plaintiff has never actually filed an amended complaint, but 
because Rule 15 allows the plaintiff to amend his Complaint once as a matter of right, the 
defendants have chosen to treat the plaintiffs Complaint as though it had already been amended, 
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and to respond to all of the plaintiffs claims, including those with which the plaintiff wishes to 
amend his Complaint. Both sides have fully hriefed all of these issues. Accordingly, the Court 
will also treat all of these claims in this decision, and will refer to all claims as being embodied 
in an Amended Complaint. 
1. Standard of Review: The defendants' Motion to Dismiss is based upon Rule 
12(b)(6), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. "A rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss admits the facts 
alleged in the complaint but challenges the plaintiffs right to relief based on those facts." Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure (2005); Oakwood Vill LLC v. Albertsons, Inc., 104 P.3d 1226, 1230 
(Utah 2004); Russell v. Standard Corp., 898 P.2d 263, 264 (Utah 1995); St. Benedict's Dev. Co. 
v. St. Benedict's Hosp., 811 P.2d 194,196 (Utah 1991). The Court's "inquiry is concerned solely 
with the sufficiency of the pleadings, and not the underlying merits of the case." Oakwood Vill. 
LLC. v. Albertsons, Inc. at 1230, citing Alvarez v. Galetka, 933 P.2d 987, 989 (Utah 1997). In 
essence, the Court must determine "whether the... [plaintiff] has alleged enough in the complaint 
to state a cause of action." Alvarez v. Galetka at 989. 
A Motion to dismiss should be granted only if it is clear that the plaintiff can prove no set 
of facts in support of his claim. Russell/Packard Dev., Inc. v. Carson, 78 P.3d 616, 620 (Utah 
App. 2003); Dansie v. Anderson Lumber Co., 878 P.2d 1155,1156 (Utah App. 1994). 
Finally, the Court notes that this is a pro se action. Accordingly, the plaintiffs pleadings 
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should be construed liberally. Boag v. MacDougall, 454 US 364, 365 (1982); Haines v. Kerner, 
404 US 519, 520-21 (1972). 
2. Personal Injury and Medical Malpractice Claims: The plaintiff alleges personal 
injury and medical malpractice claims against the State of Utah, and also against a medical 
technician known only as "Lisa" and Warden Jerry Jorgensen. The Court will consider the 
plaintiffs claims against each of the defendants. 
A. Claim against the State of Utah: With regard to the plaintiff s claim against 
the State of Utah, the Court finds that even if the plaintiffs allegations in the Amended 
Complaint are considered true for the purposes of analysis of the defendants' Motion to Dismiss, 
the State of Utah is immune from the plaintiffs medical malpractice and personal injury claims 
because the plaintiffs injuries arose out of, in connection with, or resulted from his incarceration 
in a state prison. See Utah Code Annotated, Section 63-30-10(10) (2003)1. See also, Malcolm v. 
State of Utah, 878 P.2d 1144 (Utah 1994); Madsen v. State, 583 P.2d 92 (Utah 1978); Lancaster 
v. Utah State Prison, 740 P.2d 261 (Utah 1987). On this basis, the defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss is granted as to the State of Utah on the negligence and medical malpractice claims, and 
those claims are dismissed with prejudice. 
1
 This section has been repealed and replaced by §63-30d-301(5)(j). However, this case is governed by the 
old section because the plaintiff's injuries occurred before July 1, 2004. Transition Clause of §63-30d-301 provides 
that u[i]t is the intent of the legislature that: (1) injuries alleged to be caused by a governmental entity that occurred 
before July 1,2004, be governed by the provisions of Title 63, Chapter 30, Utah Governmental Immunity Act." 
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2. Claims agamst state employees: The analysis is slightly different concerning 
the plaintiffs claims against the state employees, Jorgensen and "Lisa.." Utah Code Annotated, 
Section 63-30-4(3)(b)(i)2 waives governmental immunity for conduct of state employees acting 
within the scope of their employment or under color of authority if such employees "acted or 
failed to act through fraud or malice." Therefore, the plaintiff can recover against Jorgensen and 
"Lisa" only if he has adequately alleged that they acted, (or failed to act) maliciously in denying 
him a proper dose of insulin. Analysis of that issue requires examination not only of the 
Amended Complaint, but also the Notice of Claim. 
The Utah Governmental Immunity Act requires that a person having a claim for injury 
against a government employee file a written notice of claim with the governmental entity before 
maintaining an action. The notice of claim must be served within a year after the claim arises. 
Utah Code Ann. §§63-30-11(2)3 and 63-30-124. 
The notice of claim must contain a brief statement of facts, the nature of the claim, and 
the damages if known. Id. §63-30-11(3)5. The notice must also include allegations of malice if 
This section has been repealed and replaced by §63-30d-202(3)(c)(i). See also footnote 1, 
This section has been repealed and replaced by §63-30d-401(2). See also footnote 1. 
This section has been repealed and replaced by §63-30d-402. See also footnote 1. 
This section has been repealed and replaced by §63-30-401(3)(a). See also footnote 1. 
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the subsequent complaint frames the action in terms of malice. Straley v. Halliday, 997 P.2d 338, 
342 (Utah App. 2000). 
In this case, on 25 April 2004, the plaintiff filed a Notice of Intent to Commence Legal 
Action with the Utah Attorney General. The plaintiff named "Lisa" in the notice and the Court 
finds that the assertions in the claim are sufficient to allege malice against her. (Notice of Intent 
to Commence Legal Action, Page 6). 
Conversely, Jorgensen is not specifically named in the notice and nothing is alleged 
against him. The failure to specifically name Jorgensen in the notice requires further analysis of 
the issue of whether the notice of claim is sufficient as to Warden Jerry Jorgensen. 
The Court finds that the purpose of the notice requirement of the Governmental Immunity 
Act is "to afford the responsible public authorities an opportunity to pursue a proper and timely 
investigation of the merits of a claim and to arrive at a timely settlement, if appropriate, thereby 
avoiding the expenditure of public revenue for costly and unnecessary litigation." Nunez v. Albo, 
53 P.3d 2, 8 (Utah App. 2002), citing Stahl v. Utah Transit Auth., 618 P.2d 480,482 (Utah 
1980). 
In this case, the plaintiffs notice of claim does refer to the Order issued by the Third 
District Court that directed Warden Clint Friel of the Utah State Prison to provide the plaintiff 
with insulin and foodstuffs. (Notice of Intent, Page 2; Response to Defendant's Motion to 
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Dismiss, Exhibit 1(b)). However, this is the only reference to any potential liability of Warden 
Jorgensen. 
The Court finds that even if this reference may constitute a sufficient notice of claim, the 
plaintiff failed to allege malice against Jorgensen as required by Straley. 997 P.2d 338. The 
plaintiff cannot remedy this omission by filing a second notice of claim because the one year 
statute of limitations under Utah Code Annotated §63-30-12 has run6. 
On this basis, the defendants' Motion to dismiss is granted as to Warden Jerry Jorgensen. 
Jorgensen is not a party to this suit, and this Court declines to order service of the Amended 
Complaint on him. 
With regard to the medical technician known as "Lisa," the Court finds that in order to 
survive the State's motion to dismiss, the plaintiff must have alleged that "Lisa" acted 
maliciously in refusing to give him the correct dose of insulin. In his Amended Complaint, the 
plaintiff alleged that he asked for a proper dose of insulin, and that "Lisa" maliciously refused to 
give it to him. (Complaint for Medical Malpractice, Pages 6, 7). 
It is possible that the plaintiff can recover damages if he is able to prove that "Lisa" 
deprived him of his regular dose of insulin with the intent to harm him. The Court finds that the 
plaintiff alleged sufficient facts to minimally state his claim. On this basis, the defendants' 
6
 Plaintiff filed a notice of claim on 25 April 2004. Therefore, his injuries occurred some time before that 
date. The statute of limitations has expired some time before 25 April 2005. 
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Motion to Dismiss the plaintiffs claims against "Lisa" for negligence and medical malpractice is 
denied. The plaintiff is ordered to serve summons and a copy of the Amended Complaint on 
"Lisa" in accordance with the requirements of Rule 4, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
3. Eighth Amendment Claim: The plaintiflfhas alleged a claim under the Eighth 
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States alleging cruel and unusual punishment 
Again, the legal analysis varies in this case with the allegations against each of the defendants, 
and the Court will treat each defendant separately. 
A. Claim against the State of Utah; The Court will first consider the plaintiffs 
allegations against the State of Utah. In order to claim redress for a violation under the Eighth 
Amendment, the plaintiff is required to proceed under United State Code, Title 42, Section 1983. 
Wilson v. Meeks, 52 F.3d 1547,1552 (10th Cir. 1995). The Court finds the defendants' contention 
that the State of Utah is not a "person," subject to suit under 42 U.S.C. Section 1983, is well 
taken. Under 42 U.S.C. Section 1983, neither the State of Utah nor the Utah Department of 
Corrections is a "person" subject to suit. Harris v. Champion, 51 F.3d 901 (10th Cir. 1995); Will 
v. Michigan, 491 U.S. 58 (1989); Watson v. University of Utah Medical Center, 75 F.3d 569 (10th 
Cir. 1996). 
Therefore, even if the plaintiffs allegations are considered true, they are simply 
insufficient to state a claim against the State of Utah under the Eighth Amendment. The 
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defendants' Motion to Dismiss based on the Eighth Amendment claim against the State of Utah 
is granted, and that claim is dismissed with prejudice. 
B. Claim against Warden Jerry Jorgensen: As stated above. Warden 
Jorgensen is not a party to this lawsuit. In addition, the Court finds that Jorgensen cannot be held 
strictly liable for damages under the Eighth Amendment claim because he is not sued for any 
deliberate acts of his own but only as a supervisor of an employee who allegedly violated the 
plaintiffs rights. Jenkins v. Wood, 81 F.3d 988, 994 (10th Cir. 1996); Ruark v. Solano, 928 F.2d 
947, 950 (10th Cir. 1991); Woodward v. City ofWorland, 977 F.2d 1392,1399 (10th Cir. 1992). 
On this basis, the defendants' Motion to Dismiss the plaintiffs Eighth Amendment Claim 
against Jorgensen is granted and all claims founded upon the Eighth Amendment asserted against 
Warden Jorgensen individually, are dismissed with prejudice. 
C. Claim against "Lisa": The Court finds that in order to successfully pursue a 
constitutional claim founded on the Eighth Amendment against "Lisa," the plaintiff is required to 
show that "Lisa" engaged in a deliberate and intentional act to violate plaintiffs constitutional 
rights. Jenkins v. Wood at 994. 
The plaintiff has alleged in his Amended Complaint that "Lisa" maliciously and 
intentionally refused to give him a required dose of insulin. (Complaint, Pages 6,7). The Court 
finds that the allegations of the plaintiffs complaint are sufficient to state a cause of action 
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against "Lisa" under the Eighth Amendment. Therefore, the defendants' Motion to Dismiss the 
Eighth Amendment Claims against "Lisa" is denied. 
4. State Constitutional Claims: The Court finds that the Utah Governmental Immunity 
Act does not render the State of Utah immune from a constitutional claim based upon Article I, 
Section 9 of Utah's Constitution. Bott v. DeLand, 922 P.2d 732,736 (Utah 1996). 
In Bott, the Utah Supreme Court explained that governmental immunity "constitutes 
unreasonable regulation of [the plaintiffs] article I, section 9 right to be free of'unnecessary 
rigor.'" Id. The Court further noted that "[constitutional rights serve to restrict government 
conduct... [and they] would never serve this purpose if the state could use governmental 
immunity to avoid constitutional restrictions." Id. at 736-7. 
Nevertheless, in order to successfully proceed with a private lawsuit on a state 
constitutional claim for monetary damages, a claimant must establish three required elements: (1) 
that he suffered a "flagrant" violation of his constitutional right; (2) that the existing remedies do 
not redress his injuries; and (3) that equitable relief was and is wholly inadequate to protect his 
rights or redress his injuries. Spackman v. Board of Education, 16 P.3d 533, 538-9 (Utah 2000). 
Therefore, in this case, in order to establish a "flagrant violation" of his constitutional 
rights under Utah's Constitution, the plaintiff must allege that he has a "clearly established right" 
and that a state employee, acting within the scope of state employment, understood that said 
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employee's actions would violate that right. Id. at 538. 
The plaintiffs Amended Complaint alleges that the plaintiff has the right to receive 
regular doses of vital medication. (Complaint, Pages 6-7; Motion to Amend the Pleadings, Pages 
2-3). The plaintiff further alleges that a state employee, medical technician "Lisa," acting within 
the scope of her state employment, refused to administer the required medication to him, 
knowing, by virtue of her position as a medical technician, that withholding the^correct dosage of 
insulin would be detrimental to the plaintiffs health. Id. 
The Court finds that these basic allegations are sufficient to minimally state a cause of 
action for a "flagrant" violation of the plaintiffs constitutional rights, under Article I, Section 9, 
of the Utah Constitution. 
The Amended Complaint also indirectly alleges that the existing remedies available to the 
plaintiff (the Order of the Third District Court) were not sufficient to protect the plaintiffs right 
to receive timely and proper medication. In addition, the Court in theBott case held that "if 
prisoners' rights under article I, section 9 are violated, injunctive relief may not be adequate to 
remedy prisoners' injuries." 922 P.2d 732,739. 
On this basis, the Court finds that the allegations of the plaintiffs Amended Complaint 
are sufficient to state a cause of action for violation of the plaintiffs right under Article I, Section 
9 of the Constitution of the State of Utah to be free from "unnecessary rigor." 
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Therefore, the defendants' motion to dismiss the state constitutional claim is granted as to 
Warden Jerry Jorgensen because he is not a party to this suit. However, the motion is denied as 
to the State of Utah and medical technician "Lisa." 
MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT THE PLEADINGS 
Under Rule 15(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a party may serve supplemental 
pleadings if new transactions and occurrences or events have happened since the date of the 
pleadings sought to be supplemented. In this case, the Court finds that no new transactions or 
occurrences have happened in this case. The plaintiff is simply seeking to further amend the 
pleadings. Therefore, the plaintiffs Motion to Supplement the Pleadings will be treated herein 
as a Motion to Amend. 
This is the plaintiffs second motion to amend the pleadings. Therefore, further 
amendment may be accomplished only through leave of Court. URCP, Rule 15(a). Such leave 
"shall be freely given when justice so requires." Id. 
The Court finds that justice requires further amendment of the plaintiffs Complaint in 
this case. However, leave is granted only as to the limited amendments mentioned in this 
Memorandum Decision and Order. Specifically, the plaintiff is granted leave to further amend 
his Complaint to name "Lisa" as a defendant. The plaintiff is also granted leave to further amend 
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the Complaint to clarify language regarding malice in connection with assertion of the plaintiffs 
negligence and medical malpractice claim against "Lisa," and to assert his State Constitutional 
claim against the State of Utah and "Lisa." 
With regard to Warden Jerry Jorgensen, the Court finds that the plaintiffs Motion to 
Amend would be futile because of the fatal defects in his notice of claim mentioned earlier in this 
decision. Therefore, leave is not granted for further amendment to name Warden Jorgensen as a 
party to the suit, or to include any claims against Jorgensen. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
The right to an attorney exists only in criminal cases under Rule 8 of the Utah Rules of 
Criminal Procedure. (2005) Plaintiffs Motion for Appointment of Counsel is denied because this 
is a civil case and a private cause of action seeking remedy for alleged medical malpractice and 
alleged violation of state and federal constitutional rights. There is simply no mechanism that 
would allow the Court to appoint counsel to represent the plaintiff in this case. 
ORDER 
1. The defendants' Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint is partially granted and 
partially denied as follows: 
JACKSON V. UTAH, etal, Case No. 040600383 
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A. With regard to the negligence and medical malpractice claims against the State of 
Utah, the defendants' Motion is granted. The plaintiffs claims against the State of Utah for 
negligence and medical malpractice are accordingly dismissed with prejudice. 
B. With regard to the negligence and medical malpractice claims against Warden 
Jerry Jorgensen, the defendants' Motion is granted. Warden Jerry Jorgensen is not a proper party 
to this lawsuit and the Court declines to order service of process upon him. To the extent any 
claims for negligence or medical malpractice are asserted in the Amended Complaint against 
Warden Jerry Jorgensen all such claims are dismissed with prejudice. 
C. With regard to the negligence and medical malpractice claims asserted against 
medical technician "Lisa," the defendants' Motion is denied. 
D. With regard to the claim against the State of Utah based upon the Eighth 
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the defendants' Motion is granted. The 
Eighth Amendment Claim against the State of Utah is dismissed with prejudice. 
E. With regard to the claim against Warden Jerry Jorgensen based upon the 
Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the defendants' motion is granted. 
The Eighth Amendment Claim against Warden Jerry Jorgensen is dismissed with prejudice. 
F. With regard to the claim against medical technician "Lisa," based upon the 
Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the defendants' Motion is denied. 
JACKSON V. UTAH, etal, Case No. 040600383 
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G. With regard to the claim against the State of Utah based upon Article I, 
Section 9 of the Constitution of the State of Utah, the defendants' Motion is denied. 
H. With regard to the claim against Warden Jerry Jorgensen based upon Article I, 
Section 9 of the Constitution of the State of Utah, the defendants' motion is granted. All state 
constitutional claims asserted against Warden Jerry Jorgensen are dismissed with prejudice. 
I. With regard to the claim against medical technician "Lisa,"based upon Article 
I, Section 9 of the Constitution of the State of Utah, the defendants' Motion is denied. 
2. The plaintiffs Motion to further amend the Complaint is partially granted and partially 
denied as follows: 
A. The plaintiff is granted leave to amend the Complaint to name medical 
technician "Lisa" as a defendant. 
B. The plaintiff is granted leave to amend the Complaint to clarify language 
regarding malice in connection with assertion of the plaintiffs negligence and medical 
malpractice claim against "Lisa," 
C. The plaintiff is granted leave to amend the Complaint to assert a claim under 
Article I, Section 9 of the Constitution of the State of Utah against the State of Utah and "Lisa." 
D. The Motion to Amend is denied as to any amendments which seek to add 
Warden Jerry Jorgensen as a defendant or to assert any claims against Warden Jerry Jorgensen. 
£x>b> f Or 
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3. The plaintiff is ordered to file an Amended Complaint in accordance with the terms of 
this Memorandum Decision and Order. 
4. The plaintiff is ordered to serve the Amended Complaint upon the State of Utah in 
accordance with the terms of Rule 15, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
5. The defendant, State of Utah, is ordered to file an Answer to the allegations of the 
Amended Complaint relating to the plaintiffs state constitutional claims under Article I, Section 
9, within 1 OJay_s_after_sejrice_o_fihe^ with the_ 
terms of Rule 15, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
6. The plaintiff is ordered to serve summons and a copy of the Amended Complaint upon 
medical technician "Lisa," in accordance with the requirements of Rule 4, Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
7. The plaintiffs Motion for Appointment of Counsel is denied. 
DATED this day of 
WALLACE A. LEE, Judge 
0 • • • . 
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SANPETE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
LAWRENCE M #28879 JACKSON VS. STATE OF UTAH 
CASE NUMBER 040600383 Malpractice 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
WALLACE A LEE 6x\V\\ f 
PARTIES 
Plaintiff - LAWRENCE M #28879 JACKSON 
Defendant - STATE OF UTAH 
Represented by: JONI J JONES 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
:ASE NOTE 
PROCEEDINGS 
Ll-17-04 Filed: Complaint 
LI-17-04 Judge MCIFF assigned. 
Ll-17-04 Filed: Affidavit of impecuniosity 
.1-29-04 Filed: Motion for official service of summons 
.1-29-04 Issued: Summons 
Clerk denan 
H-20-05 Filed order: order re: notice to be served 
Judge kmciff 
Signed January 20, 2 005 
2-16-05 Filed: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
2-16-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
3-08-05 Filed: Motion for enlargement of time to file reply memo 
3-29-05 Filed: Motion to amend the pleadings 
3-29-05 Filed: response to defendant's motion to dismiss 
4-12-05 Filed: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint 
4-12-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion To Dismiss Amended 
Complaint 
4-26-05 Filed: Reply to defendants motion to dismiss 
4-28-05 Filed: Motion to Suppliment the Pleadings 
5-06-05 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision 
5-06-05 Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Jul 05, 
2005. 
5-17-05 Filed: Motion for appointment of counsel 
0-28-05 INTENT TO DISMISS scheduled on November 23, 2005 at 09:30 AM in 
West Courtroom with Judge LEE. 
\ted: 07/18/07 11:53:46 Page 1 
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10-28-05 Filed: Notice of intent to dismiss 
11-08-05 Filed: Notice to Submit Second Request to Submit for Decision 
11-08-05 Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Jan 07, 
2006. 
11-23-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for INTENT TO DISMISS 
Judge: K L MCIFF 
Clerk: kriso 
PRESENT 
Defendant's Attorney(s): JONI J JONES 
Audio 
Tape Number: cd-dc-66 Tape Count: 9:33-9:36 
HEARING 
TAPE: cd-dc-66 COUNT: 9:33-9:36 
Case is before the court on a intent to dismiss. Judge takes the 
case under advisement. 
01-06-06 Filed order: Memorandum decision and order 
Judge wlee 
Signed January 03, 2006 
01-18-06 Filed: Motion for enlargement of time in which to file an 
amended complaint 
32-09-06 Filed: Affidavit of impecuniosity 
32-09-06 Filed: Motion for official service of process 
32-09-06 Filed: Amended complaint for medical malpractice and 
constitutional rights violation 
)2-09-06 Filed: Records request pursuant ot the governmental records 
access management act Uca 
)2-09-06 Filed: Petition for judicial review of denial of a (grama) 
records requests 
)3-06-06 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge wlee 
Signed March 02, 2 006 
)3-21-06 Filed: Letter 
)3-29-06 Filed: Records Request Pursuant To Governmental Records Access 
Management Act 63-2-202 (1) (a) 
>4-03-06 Filed: State of Utah's motion for*an order requiring plaintiff 
to serve counsel with copies of all pleadings and 
correspondence to the court and imposing sanctions for future 
violations 
4-03-06 Filed: Memorandum in support of state of Utah's motion for an 
order requiring plaintiff to serve counsel with copies of all 
pleadings and correspondence to the court and imposing 
sanctions for future violations 
4-03-06 Filed: Affidavit of Joni J Jones 
4-03-06 Filed: State's motion for extension of time to respond to 
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plaintiff's second amended complaint 
34-03-06 Filed: Memorandum in support fo state's motion for extension of 
time to respond to plaintiff's second amended complaint 
34-11-06 Filed: Letter 
34-13-06 Filed: Notice to Submit 
34-13-06 Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Jun 12, 
2006. 
34-18-06 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
34-18-06 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
34-19-06 Filed: Motion (Letter from Jackson) 
34-28-06 Filed: State of Utah's answer to amended complaint 
STATE1 OF UTAH 
)5-08-06 Filed: Reply Memorandum in support of state of Utah's motion 
for an order requiring plaintiff to serve counsel with copies 
of all pleadings and correspondence to the court and imposing 
sanctions for future violations 
)5-12-06 Filed: State Of Utah's Motion For Judgment On The Pleadings 
)5-12-06 Filed: Memorandum In Support Of The State's Motion For Judgment 
On The Pleadings 
15-19-06 Filed: Notice of appeal of the denial of (Gramma) records 
request 
15-19-06 Filed: Notice of intent ot commence legal action 
15-19-06 Filed: Memorandum in response to defendant's motion for an 
order requiring the plaintiff to serve counsel with copies of 
correspondence to court and impose sanctions 
>6~08-06 Filed: Motion For Service Of A Summons By Other Means Pursuant 
To UT.R.CIV.P. Rule 4 (g) 
6-08-06 Filed: Affidavit 
6-08-06 Filed: Amended Complaint For Medical Malpractice And 
Constitutional Rights Violations 
6-08-06 Filed: Memorandum In Response To Defendant's Motion For A 
Judgment On The Pleadings 
6-08-06 Filed: Motion For Summary Judgment 
6-08-06 Filed^ Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
6-08-06 Filed: Affidavit In Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
6-09-06 Filed: State's Ex Parte Motion for Extension of Time to Respond 
to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and Reply to 
Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. 
6-21-06 Filed order: Order granting the state's ex parte motion for 
extension of time 
Judge wlee 
Signed June 19, 2006 
7-13-06 Filed: Request to submit for decision and request to stay 
briefing on plaintiff's motion for summary judgment 
7-13-06 Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Sep 11, 
2006. 
7-13-06 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
7-19-06 Filed: Motion For Reconsideration Of Court's Ruling And For 
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)7-19 
)7-19 
•06 
06 
37-19-06 
Leave To Amend The Complaint 
Filed: Memorandum In Suport Of Motion For Reconsideration Of 
Court's Ruling And For Leave To Amend The Complaint 
Filed: Motion For An Order Requiring Defendants To Make 
Available A Witness For Signing An Affidavit And Grant A 
Continuance 
Filed: Memorandum In Support Of Motion For An Order Requiring 
Defendants To Make Available A Witness For Signing An Affidavit 
And Grant A Continuance 
Filed: Affidavit of Plaintiff 
Filed: Letter' (Jackson) 
Filed order: Order Staying Briefing On Plaintiff's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
Judge wlee 
Signed August 02, 2006 
Filed: Memorandum In Response To Defendant's Request To Submit 
For Decision And Motion To Stay Briefing On Plaintiff's Motion 
For Summary Judgment 
Filed: The State's Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiff's 
Motion To Amend 
Filed: Reply memorandum in response to plaintiff's opposition 
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-06 
-06 
-06 
-06 
-06 
-06 
-06 
•06 
-06 
memorandum to defendant's request to submit for decision and 
motion for stay briefing on plaintiff's motion for summary 
j udgment 
Filed: Affidavit of Petitioner 
Filed: Motion For An Order Requiring Defendants To Make 
Available Inmate/Witness For Statements 
Filed: memorandum In Support Of Motion For An Order Requiring 
Defendants To Make Available Inmate/Witness Statements 
Filed: Certificate Of Service 
Filed: Memorandum In Reply To Defendant's Objection To 
Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration Of Courts Ruling & For 
Leave Of_JThejCou£L~Xo^Amend Complaint^^ 
Filed: CompTaint For Acts Ancl Omissions That Constitute 
Contempt Of Court 
Filed: Motion for Enlargement of time to file a motion 
suppliment the pleadings 
Filed order: Memorandum decision and order on motion for 
judgment on the pleadings 
Judge wlee 
Signed September 26, 2 006 
Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
Filed: Second Request to Submit for Decision on Defendant's 
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. 
Filed: Motion to suppliment the pleadings 
Filed: Letter 
Filed: Motion for discovery conference 
Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision 
Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Dec 18, 
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10-25-06 Judge LEE assigned. 
10-27-06 Filed: Amended Complaint for Medical Malpractice and 
Constitutional Rights Violations 
10-27-06 Filed: Affidavit of Impecuneosity 
11-17-06 Filed: Joint Motion and Stipulation to Allow Limited Discovery 
and to Allow Plaintiff to Supplement the pleadings 
12-04-06 Filed: Letter 
12-04-06 Filed: letter to Ms Jones 
12-"06-06 Filed: Motion for Enlargement of Time to File Motion in 
Opposition to Alleged Agreement and Motion to Strike Agreement 
12-13-0 6 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
12-13-06 Filed order: Memorandum decision 
Judge wlee 
Signed December 07, 2 006 
12-18-06 Filed: Requst to Submit for Decision 
12-18-06 Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Feb 16, 
2007. 
12-13-06 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE scheduled on December 20, 2 006 at 09:30 AM 
in West Courtroom with Judge LEE. 
12 2 0 06 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
Judge: WALLACE A LEE 
Clerk: kerap 
PRESENT 
Plaintiff(s): LAWRENCE M #28879 JACKSON 
Defendant's Attorney(s): JONT T JONES 
Audio 
Tape Number: DC CD 93 Tape Count: 9:35-9:49 
HEAR1NC3 
TAPE: DC CD 93 COUNT: 9:35 
Parties appear by phone. Ms. Jones discusses a stipulation 
between the State and the defendant regarding responding to the 
motions for summary judgments. 
COUNT: 9:42 
Mr. Jackson responds. 
Court orders that the Plaintiff be given time to submit his 
supplemental proceedings and the defendants have time to respond. 
The Plaintiff will have 3 0 days after supplemental proceedings are 
filed to file a renewed summary judgment and 
the State can respond to this. 
L2-28-06 Filed: Letter 
L2-28-06 Filed: Notice to Submit For Decision 
L2-28-06 Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Feb 26, 
2007, 
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0 1 04 07 F i l e d : Kf.af.n Of Utah' s A n s w e ; ' 'a Supplemental 
Claims 
STATE OF UTAH 
01-16-07 Fi led: letter 
01-16- 07 Filed: Amended Complaint for Medical Malpractice and 
Contitutional Rights Violations 
01-16-07 Filed: Supplental Pleadings 
01-22-07 Filed: Letter from L. Jackson 
01-25-07 Filed: The State!s Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintifffs 
Motion to Strike Defendant's Joint Motion and Stipulation axei 
to Plaintifffs Motion to Compel Discovery 
01-31-07 Filed; State of Utah's Answer to Second Amended Complaint 
STATE OF UTAH 
January 31, 2 0 07 
01*-31-07 Filed: Letter From Lawrence M. Jackson 
02-05-07 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
02-05-07 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
02-12-07 Filed: Account Transaction History 
02-16-07 Filed order: Order on Plaintiff's affidavit o. impecuniosity 
Judge wlee 
Signed February 16, 2 007 
02 20- 0 7 piled: Memorandum in Reply to Defendant's Answer to Plaintiff's 
Supplimental Pleadings 
02-2 6-0.7.. Filed: Memorandum in Reply to Defendant! s Memorandum in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Joint Motion .and 
Stipulation 
02-2 6-07 Filed: Memorandum in Reply to Defendant's Answer to Plaintiff»s 
"**-—-—-—
k
 Second Amended Complaint 
33-01-07 Filed: Motion for an Order Compelling Di sco v ei: y 
Filed by: JACKSON, LAWRENCE M #28879 
D3-01-07 Filed: Memorandum in Support'of Motion for an Compelling 
Discovery 
33-09-07 Filed: Affidavit of Percy Wilder 
33-09-07 Filed: Affidavit of James Stills 
33-09-07 Filed: Affidavit of Paul D Nelson 
33-09-07 Filed: Affidavit of Russell Allen-
33-15-07 Filed: Defendant's Motion Requesting that the state be allowed 
to file a martinez report and that all proceedings are stayed 
until the martinez reprot is filed 
Filed by: JONES, JONI J 
)M I1;. 1)7 Filed: The State's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Motion to Motion to Compel Discovery and in Support of Motic:>n 
for Martinez Report 
53-20-07 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision 
J3-2 0-07 Tracking started for Under advisement. F 9, 
2007 
J3-26-07 Filed: Letter from Mr. Jackson 
)3-28-07 Filed order: Order Allowing the S 't 
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and Staying all Proceedings 
Judge wlee 
Signed March 28, 2 00 7 
13-2 8-07 Tracking ended for Under advisement, 
14-04-07 Filed: Motion for Enlaragment of Time to Respond to Defendant's 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to compel discovery and Motion 
to file Martinez Report 
Filed by: JACKSON, LAWRENCE M #288 /t) 
Filed: Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of Grama Records 
Request Appeal 
Filed: Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion that the 
State be Allowed to File a Stay of Proceedings 
Filed: Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of Grama Records 
Request Appeal 
Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision 
Tracking started for Under advisement. Review date Jul 
2007. 
Filed: Response to Plaintiff!s 
Judicial Review of GRAMA Denial 
)5-24-07 Filed: Ex Parte Motion for Overlength Memorndum 
)5-25-07 Filed order: Order Granting Ex Parte Motion f — _- ^  .. 
Memorandum 
Judge wlee 
Signed May 24, 2007 
)6.01-07 piled: Defendants' Martinez Report 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Katie Healy 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Austin Smith 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Sergeant Thorn 
)6-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Peggy Monson 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Mary Ann Reding 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Lt. Rusty Phelps 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Lael Askew 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Renee Springman 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Dr. Richard Garden 
36-01-07 Filed: Affidavit of Cathy Davis 
)6-14-07 Filed: Affidavit of Billie Casper 
36-18-07 Filed: Affidavit of Cathy Davis 
37-02-07 Tracking ended for Under advisement. 
37-03-07 Filed order: Memorandum Decision 
Judge wlee 
Signed July 03, 2 007 
37-11-07 Filed: Notice of Appeal 
37-18-07 Filed: letter from Lawrence J acl<i .son 
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Result Type: 
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Unauth 
Operation Report 
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Operation Report 
Opera t ion Repor*. 
SURGEON: 
ASSISTANT: 
PRI0F5RATIVE DIAGNOSES: 
0STOPERAT1VS DIAGNOSES: 
OPERATION PERFORMED: 
DR. 
Proc Data: 03/19/04 
3HDPENDRA PATEL 
ANESTHESIA: 
Left orbital rloor and medial wall 
fractures with entrapment of tissues 
causing double vision and restriction of 
gate, together with enophtbalmos measuring 
2 mm. 
sane. 
1. Left anterior orbitotomy. 
2t Left release of orbital floor and 
medial wall fracture entrapment of soft 
tissues. 
3. Repair of floor and medial wall with 
Medpor implant. 
General. 
INDICATIONS: This patient sustained A blunt injury to the left side of 
the face and a left orbital floor and medial wall fracture* There has 
been considerable scarring over the last few weeks, and there is 
restrict ion of gaze in upgaze. He h*s exophthalmos end double vision in 
upgaze. These are being corrected by surgery. The patient fully 
understands that some degree at enophtbalmoa will remain. He also 
understands that double vision cannot be completely relieved because of 
the length of time that has passed between the injury and the surgery. 
He also understands that some permanent double vision is very likely to 
Nersist, but in the primary field of gaze Che double vision should 
certainly Improve. 
PROCEDURE: A fully informed consent was obtained from the patient prior 
to the surgery. The patient was taken to the operating room and 
ioentitied by the attending surgeon, Dr. B.C.K. Pat el. The patient -Wes 
cleaned and draped in the usual acerile fashion once general anesthesia 
had been administered. 
A transconjunctival Incision was node through the conjunctiva and lower 
lid retractors down to the inferior orbital rim, and the periosteum was 
elevated anteriorly and posteriorly into the apex of the orbit. The 
orbital contents were then released, and the entrapped tissues were 
Identified directing the orbital floor end the medial wall of the orbit. 
'Adequate hemostasifc vas achieved by the careful use of cautery,, and a 
careful release of the entrapped tissues was achieved. 
• forced duction tests wen carried out throughout the operation to ensure 
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that an adequate release of the entrapped tissues had beeo achieved. 
Nedpor implants were cut to an appropriate shape and size and inserted 
along the floor and medial wall to correct exophthalmos and to correct 
the defects. Further forced duction rests were carried out to ensure 
that there was no residual entrapment of the tissues. 
Closure was carried out using (-0 plain catgut sutures, and 
postoperatively, the vision was examined and was noted co be normal, 
patient was then taken to the recovery area in excellent condition!Ml: 
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CNAY1 ELECTROLYTES [Ordered 
'RINTET PAGE 
2003] 
*ll/9/2003 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 11/9/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
11/9/2003 14:39 SITE GUNNISON TYPE PA OR NP SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
HENNAGIR,BARBARA L,PA entered by:HENNAGIR, BARBARA L,PA 
BLKJ7 
CAEF1 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
MULTIPLE SYSTEM COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, ll/9/2003> 
ADDENUM 
BLOOD PRESSURE 
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^13/2002 09:20 SITE OUTSIDE FACILITY TYPE LAB RESULTS ROBERTS, SIDNEY G.Mt 
entered by:BLEAZARD,ALWYNN,CMA 
TESTS 
EPHB2 * HEMOGLOBIN?:A* £v3 
WNCD2 HANDOM URINE CREATININE 39.5 
WNCZ8 RANDOM URINE MICROALBUMIN 149997 8.15 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/14/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8 08:22 SITEOQUIRRJI TYT'K IV\CV i V\l ,1, JOHNSON, BRADY, KMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBMS-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 10/20 
TESTS 
CNCK2- PH *• 1.! WJUUMETER POST BREAKFAST 2 
ENCOUNTER REPORT b/J.*/^ _._ .biJ NuMaisR: -i ' ' s> PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/14/2002 1^ :37 SITE WASTACH TYPE CHART REVIEW CLINIC VISIT 
ROBERTS,SIDNEY G,MD entered by:ROBERTS,SIDNEY G,MD 
THERAPIES 
N 35 BENAZEPRIL 
40MG 2 PO A 
QD START: 8/14/2002 STOP :2/9/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 10/22/2002 Inactivated. SPRINGMAN,RENEE S,RHIT 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : 40MG PO BiD *SC Rx#437712 
XSDZ2-B Ejp CHECKS 
A 
QD START: 8/14/2002 STOP :9/12/2002 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : RECORD IN CHARTS Rx#437713 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ARNR4 
BENAZEPRIL DISCONTINUED MEDICATION 
ARNJ3 
RRNTAZKPPTT, PRNRWRD MRnTOATTOTtf 
i , * . W> (- C < - ' ^ 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/14/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON, LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3/14/2002 15:58 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL JOHNSON,BRADY,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I BENAZEPRIL 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/14/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3/14/2002 15:58 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL JOHNSON,BRADY,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 5/20 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/15/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3/15/2002 08:19 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL BRICKSON,JARED,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT R3/N22 
TESTS 
CNCR2-PB GLUCOMETER POST BREAKFAST 110 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/15/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/15/2002 10:52 SITE WASTACH TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
TUBBS,KENNON C,MD entered by:TUBBS,KENNON C,MD 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
BLDJ8 DOCTOR-' ASSESSMENT 
THERAPUTIC A1C ON LAB REVIEW TODAY DIABETES STABLE CONT 
CURRENT DOSING''REGIMINE 
x* ^ J 0S k 
TESTS 
•NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 241 10 U REG, 20 U NPH 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/4/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
1/4/2003 22:05 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL, TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/5/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
08:05 SITE 
entered by:SlKl 
TYPE SICK CALL 
—M8-D •^fifStJEfi 
NCR2-B * 1 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/5/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
1/5/2003 15:49 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
KBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
TESTS 
VCR2-S GLUCOMETER SUPPER REFUSED 
3h 
UNTER REPORT 11/6/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 
•w^SON, LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
11
 (f \Bf?""> 
PRINTED: 4 / 4 / 2 ( ^ 6 * * " ^ ^ 
i / £ / 9 n n ^ i n . rvn QTTT? rrrTMKnrcnxT T V D P cmv P S T T miTcrr ^-Km-or TV* n »%T lO 
9/18/2002 07:00 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL SALING,MITCHELL W,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 10R 25N 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 9/18/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
9/18/2002 16:26 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL SALING,MITCHELL W,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 10R 22N 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 158 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 9/19/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 9/19/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
9/19/2002 16:08 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL MOOK,MARK,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 25N 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 143 
:NCR2-PB * GLUCOMETER PCS', BREAKFAST li 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/1/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
LO/1/2002 16:23 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL MOOK,MARK,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
2XBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 35N 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 118 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/2/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
08:14 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL ^mrnm^mmmm^^^ 
entered by:SAME; 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/2/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/2/2002 15:53 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL SALING,MITCHELL W,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT R REFUSED 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/3/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/3/2002 None SITE OQUIRRH TYPE REORDER ABBOTT,CHRIS, PAC 
THERAPIES 
VC.TW1 aMTTPTPTYT.TNR 
PROCEDURES 
SXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 2ON 
3NCOUNTER REPORT 10/12/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/12/2002 16:32 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL HEWITT,MICHELLE R,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
CAEF1 BLOOD PRESSURE REFUSED 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/13/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
CNCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/13/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/13/2002 16:20 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL ROSKELLEY,WADE K,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 5R 2ON 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 160 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/13/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/13/2002r16:20 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL ROSKELLEY,WADE K,EMT 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN ^  -AWN AND ADMINISTERED BY Pi 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 173 10 R 30 NPH 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 6/30/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
6/30/2003 16:00 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 2 01 10 U REG, 20 U NPH 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 6/30/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
6/30/2003 20:52 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL HANSEN, SHARON,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/1/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/1/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/1/2003 15:46 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL, RN 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 YVurs (5/11/54) V. 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/13/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/13/2003 16:04 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 1OR/2ON 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 188 REPORTED 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/13/2003 USP NUMBER: 6288 7 y PRINTED: .3/2 6/2 00 7 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/13/2003 18:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 33851 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/14/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/14/2003 11:38 SITE GUNNISON TYPE PA OR NP SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC entered by:MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
ELAJ6 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, 7/14/2003> 
FTKA 
PROCEDURES 
7/19/2003 19:50 SITE GUNW..SON TYPE SICK CALL PETl. _>EN,HOLLIE 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/20/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/20/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/20/2003 13:24 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK,JOHN K,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
BXMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I ELAVIL/AM 50 MG TAAB GIVEN. 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/20/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/20/2003 15:49 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 191 13 U REG, 20 U NPH 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 7/20/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
7/20/2003 20:29 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL PETERSEN,HOLLIE 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
1NCOUNTER REPORT 8/10/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
fACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/10/2003 07:00 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL, TRUDEE D.LPN 
entered by .-SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I ELAVIL/50MG 
SNCOUNTER REPORT 8/10/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/10/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/10/2003 16:34 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL, TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY FT 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS + u'LUCOMETL'R BEFORE SUPPER 14 0 10R 2ON 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/10/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/10/2003 19:45 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
pnfprpd bv:SAME; 
8/16/200 3 07:39 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
BXMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/75MG 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/16/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/16/2003 USP NUMBER: 62 8 8 7 9 PRINTWD: 3/.!6/20H7 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/16/2003 15:19 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL, TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 170 1 OR 2 UN 
3NCOUNTER REPORT 8/16/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3/16/2003 21:17 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL, TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
CXBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
3NCOUNTER REPORT 8/17/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
CNCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/18/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/18/2003 15:46 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL ,;EGO, DAJvilEL, RW 
entered by: SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 244 15 U REG, 20 U NPH 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/18/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 1/-R/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3/18/2003 21:25 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
INCOUNTER REPORT 8/19/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/19/2003 11:00 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 10/3 0 
XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/AM DOSE GIVNE 
TESTS 
NCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 60 
c xi bi r ^ "OJ 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/19/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
8/19/2003 16:47 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL PAVIS, CATin L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT n/7 
TESTS 
2NCR2-S * GLUCOMETER SUPPER 158 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/19/2003 USP NUMBER: 628879 PRINTED-. V?6/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3/19/2003 21:03 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL PETERSEN,HOLLIE 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 8/20/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
06:32 SITEgf^Sni TYPE SICK CALL 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
IXMM5 MEDICATION ISsW I "AMITRIPTYLINE/AM DOSE GIVEN 
TESTS 
NCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 188 
NCOUNTER REPORT 8/20/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/20/2003 15:42 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 9/21/2 003 USP NUMBER:62 8879 PRINTS: 3/,;6/20 07 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
07:46 ¥|?lfGUN^||^l TYPE SICK CALL 
entered by:SAME; 
:NCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 
3NCOUNTER REPORT 9/21/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
J/21/2003 10:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK,JOHN K,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
JXMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/75MG GIVEN. 
3NCOUNTER REPORT 9/21/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
• /21/2003 15:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL RICH,DAVID entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
1XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT •" n ^FG 2 0 NPH 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 109 
NCOUNTER REPORT 9/21/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/21/2003 19:34 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 9/22/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/22/2003 06:42 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALT. FTTZfiRPaT.TV STWTCM Q T?TJ 
( / t^—' / I 
3NC0UNTER REPORT 9/24/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTS: 3/26/2007 PAGE 2 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
rESTS 
:NCV9 PROSTATIC SPECIFIC ANTIGEN [NO DISPLAY, to be done on 9/29/2003] 
*9/29/2003 
CQBA1 STOOL OCCULT BLOOD NEGATIVE 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
UUSTZ5 COPAY 
CNCOUNTER REPORT 9/24/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
IACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
J/24/2003 21:04 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
CXBM8-DL INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
15 UNITS REG./2 0 UNITS NPH 
TESTS 
:NCR2-H * GLUCOMETER HS 2 5 1 TESTED IN FRONT OF ME 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 9 / 2 5 / 2 0 0 3 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 7 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Y e a r s ( 5 / 1 1 / 5 4 ) 
UfflMSBt 08:30 SITE <$ 
entered by:SAME; 
TYPE SICK CALL 
PROCEDURES 
IXBM8-D 
IXMM5 MEDI PTYLINE/AM DSOE GIVEN 
TESTS 
:NCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 
INCOUNTER REPORT 9/25/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/25/2003 15:19 SITE GUJNISON 
entered by:SAME; 
TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RN 
PROCEDURES 
XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I HYTRIN 
XMK8 MEDICATION ISSUE II DIPROLENE CREAM 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/10/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
LO/10/2003 15:14 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
SXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
13 UNITS REG./20 UNITS NPH 
TESTS 
;NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 199 STATED 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/10/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
.0/10/2003 22:09 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL WALLACE,JEANNIE,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
IXBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
'NCOUNTER REPORT 10/11/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
$Il§illr 06:00 SITE\SJ3Q3III TYPE SICK CALL 
e n t e r e d by:SAME; 
XBM8-D _ _ _ , , . „ , „ 
PROCEDURES 
NCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/11/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/11/2003 06:20 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
SCMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE 
EXBM8-DL INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
TESTS 
CNCR2-H * GLUCOMETER HS 209 IM RPT 15 REG, 20 N 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/25/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/25/2003 07:46 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 5/30 
BXMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/AM DOSE GIVEN 
TESTS 
2NCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 191 
3NCOUNTER REPORT 10/25/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
LO/25/2003 15:17 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
SXBM8-DL INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT SACK LUNCH GIVEN 1OR/2ON 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 132 
INCOUNTER REPORT 10/26/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON, LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
NCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 
£"* .W C OsC 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/26/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
10/26/2003 15:32 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by-.SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
EXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 10R/20N 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 139 
2NCOUNTER REPORT 10/26/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
LO/26/2003 20:01 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
INCOUNTER REPORT 10/27/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
NCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 
tTCOUNTER REPORT 10/27/2003 USP NUMBER: 628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
\CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
D/27/2003 15:57 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
CBM8-DL I N S U L I N G I V E N DRAWN AND Ar>MTKTTGTi?pr?n D V D T c*nv T TTM/-.TT 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 161 
INCOUNTER REPORT 10/28/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
mmmm 07:39 SITE 
entered by:SAME; 
TYPE SICK CALL 
^mmmmm 
IXBM8-D 
i&§S#j£$? 
'NCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 
INCOUNTER REPORT 10/28/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
"ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/28/2003 07:39 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
XMM5 
PROCEDURES 
MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/28/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/28/2003 15:29 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO, DANIEL,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 81 5 U REG, 20 U NPH 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/28/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/28/2003 21:39 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL WALLACE,JEANNIE,LPN 
/15/2003 06:35 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
IXBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
1XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/50 MG 
TESTS 
'NCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 152 10 R 30 NPH 
NCOUNTER REPORT 1/15/2003 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
NCOUNTER REPORT 1/15/2003 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/15/2003 23:55 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 1/15/2003 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/15/2 003 23:55 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
=LEF1 BLOOD PRESSURE 135/90 RIGHT ARM STANDING LARGE CUFF 
\DA1-N PULSE NORMAL 93 32823 
INCOUNTER REPORT 8/13/200^ USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTS: 3/26/2007 
'ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/13/2003 19:59 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 8/14/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
NCOUNTER REPORT 8/14/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/14/2003 16:14 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 10/20 
TESTS 
NCR2-S * GLUCOMETER SUPPER 117 
NCOUNTER REPORT 8/14/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
\CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/14/2003 19:12 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
£BM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
^K\ L , ' f C CfC )^ 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 1 0 / 2 1 / 2 0 0 3 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 7 
fACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Y e a r s ( 5 / 1 1 / 5 4 ) 
iNCOUNTER REPORT 1 0 / 2 1 / 2 0 0 3 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 7 
•ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Y e a r s ( 5 / 1 1 / 5 4 ) 
0 / 2 1 / 2 0 0 3 1 0 : 4 5 SITE GUNNISON TYPE PPD FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
e n t e r e d by:SAME; 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
iXDNl-N .HISTORICAL PPD TESTING NEGATIVE 
5 / 3 0 / 0 3 
PROCEDURES 
XCL8-G PPD GIVEN OR ADMINISTERED L#NONE\PARKE-DAVIS 0.1ML\LFA\ 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/21/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/21/2003 16:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-DL INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
13 UNITS REG./20 UNITS NPH 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 177 STATED 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/22/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
Y \Ws\ (. 0& 
L0/3l/2002l-15:31 SITE, GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK, JOHN K, RN 
entered by:SAME; 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 140 REG-2U NPH-12U 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 10/31/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
.0/31/2002 15:31 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK,JOHN K,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
TESTS 
!NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 155 NPH-20U 
INCOUNTER REPORT 10/31/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
"ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/31/2002 19:26 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/1/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/1/2002 07:33 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
NCOUNTER REPORT H/l/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/1/2002 07:33 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL, RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/ONE DOSE GIVEN 
^COUNTER REPORT 11/1/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
3) END DATE> 1-31-03 (\., 31/2003) fx)Y>'Y C / O 
INCOUNTER REPORT 10/21/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
-
rACKSON, LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/21/2002 10:47 SITE WASTACH TYPE CLINIC VISIT STURDY,PAULINE D 
entered by:STURDY,PAULINE D 
THERAPIES 
AAB8 INFLUENZA VACCINE 
0.5CC 1 IM FLU SHO TO.5 ML IM X 1 
SPECIAL START: 10/21/2002 STOP :11/10/2002 
Rx#447608 VERBAL:NOTED BY:GARDEN,RICHARD,MD 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/21/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
0/21/2002 16:45 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL BOREN,COREY V,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 5R-22N 
TESTS 
MCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 177 
NCOUNTER REPORT 10/21/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
D/21/2002 16:54 SITE INFIRMARY TYPE NURSING SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
BAILEY,LEWIS P,RN entered by:BAILEY,LEWIS P,RN 
THERAPIES 
3AY2 ANTtNSULIN 
START,; 6 / 2 1 / 2 0 0 2 STOP : 1 2 / 1 8 / 2 0 0 2 
ADMINISTRATION" INfFC^^*l5R, "AND 3 ON 
Rx#447830 TRANSCRfPTT6N:TUBBS-7KENSON C,MD| 
3JW1 AMITRIPTYLINE 
50MG 1 PO A 
QD START: 10/3/2002 STOP :12/31/2002 
DISCONTINUED: 12/27/2002 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : GIVE 50MG QD. *SC Rx#447831 
5AF3 PM INSULIN 
START: 8/6/2002 STOP :2/2/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 12/27/2002 Renewinq order 
c <=* L n c on c 
/6/2002 10:32 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL MILLER,WENDY entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
>CBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 3R/8N 
TESTS 
STCR2-PB * GLUCOMETER POST BREAKFAST 178 
STCOUNTER REPORT 8/6/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
\CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/6/2002 15:37 SITE WASTACH TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
TUBBS,KENNON C,MO entered by:TUBBS,KENNON C,M& 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
LAW1-1 DIJffiETgjEUpflBLA" [MajttSfe 
L1DJ8 DQGEQR ASSESSMENf 
STABLE DIABETES' AND TAKING MEDS PRN NOT ON A REGULAR 
3JW1 
3AF3 
1CE7-F 
PHB2 
>JCZ8 
**»«,-*, **«" ^ ^tex^H^s' 2-t.jr 
DOSING SCALE, ENCOURAGED TO GET A A REGULAR" SCHEDULE"* 0# 
INSULIN BUTIHE-JREFUSEDS HE WANTS TO SELF MEDlCATlSjMpfe 
THERAPIES 
AMITRIPTYLINE 
50MG 1 PO A 
QD START: 8/6/2002 STOP : 10/12/2002 
DISCONTINUED: 10/3/2002 Renewing order *SC Rx#436676 
PM INSULIN 
START: 8/6/2002 STOP :2/2/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 10/22/2002 Inactivated. SPRINGMAN,RENEE S,RHIT 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : 7R/20N SLIDING Rx#436677 
TESTS 
FASTING LIPID PROFILE [NO DISPLAY, to be done on 8/13/2002] 
*8/13/2002 
HEMOGLOBIN Al [NO DISPLAY, to be done on 8/13/2002] 
•8/13/2002 
RANDOM URINE MICROALBUMIN 149997 
[NO DISPLAY, to be done on 8/13/2002] 
*8/l3/2002 
INR4 
INJ3 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
PM INSULIN;AMITRIPTYLINE; DISCONTINUED MEDICATION 
PM INSULIN;AMITRIPTYLINE; RENEWED MEDICATION 
:NAF2-F FASTING AUTOMA\^D CHEM PANEL [NO DISPLAY, co be done on 6/24/2002] 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 6/2 0/2 002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
F/20/2002 16:10 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL MOOK,MARK,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 155 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 6/20/2002 USP NUMBER-.428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/20/2002 16:10 SITE OQUIRRH TYPE SICK CALL MOOK,MARK,EMT 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
IXBM8-P INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN BY STAFF INJECTED BY PATIENT 22N 
INCOUNTER REPORT 6/21/2002 USP NUMBER:428879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
/21/2002 12:04 SITE WASTACH TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
TUBBS,KENNON C,MD entered by:TUBBS,KENNON C,MD 
THERAPIES 
AM»j;iNSUL^ P 
START: 6/21/2002 STOP :12/18/2002V 
pJ^CONTINUEb:w 10/22/2002" iriacti'vate'd. SPRINGMAN,RENEE S,RHIT . 
ADMINISTRATION ~INF07T l5R, 30N "RX#430313 
PM INSULIN 
START: 6/21/2002 STOP :12/18/2002 
DISCONTINUED: 8/6/2002 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : 13R 26N Rx#430314 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
PM INSULIN;AM INSULIN; DISCONTINUED MEDICATION 
PM INSULIN;AM INSULIN; RENEWED MEDICATION 
SAY2 
SAF3 
RNR4 
RNJ3 
XMM5 MEDICATION ISSv . I AMITRIPTYLINE/ONE DOSi 
)UNTER REPORT 11/2/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
ffuKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
1/2/2003 15:19 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL RICH,DAVID entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
KBM8-D- INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
STCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 203 PT RPT. 15 REG 20 NPH 
^COUNTER REPORT 11/2/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
^CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
L/2/2003 22:17 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL WALLACE,JEANNIE,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
—»?8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
ICOUNTER REPORT 11/3/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
LCKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
1/3/2003 08:00 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SG|ER,LISA W,R» 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
1BM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN ANQ ADMINISTERED BY PT 
*WUNITS REG./30 UNIT SNPH*1 
TESTS* 
(CR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 178 STATED 
Is 
COUNTER REPORT 11/3/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
~^/2003 08:00 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA flrf,81|S fc> g-\ g ££ 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES
 JacksQn ^ 
CMM5 MEDICATION ISsl I AMITRIPTYLINE/ONE DOSL 
)UNTER REPORT 11/3/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
^KSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
L/3/2003 16:24 SITE CUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by;CAME; 
PROCEDURES 
[BM8-DL INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
7 UNITS REG./20 UNITS NPH 
TESTS 
TCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER REFUSED REFUSED TO TEST 
rCOUNTER REPORT 11/4/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
LCKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
/4/20O3 07:00 SITE GWC7ISOM TYPE SICK CALL RICH,DAVID entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
18-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAm AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
CR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 208 PT RPT. 15 REG 30 NPH 
COUNTER REPORT 11/4/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
/4/2003 07:00 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL RICH,DAVID entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
MM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/75MG 
COUNTER REPORT 11/4/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
/4/2003 16:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RHpS^?1. ff f» •**] 
entered by: SAME; P |"i $ % f \ § | 
PROCEDURES 
3M8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
m 1_. i ^ _ fM\T\ 
entered by:SAM ^ > V 
PROCEDURES 
I8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 15R/30N 
^M5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE 
TESTS 
NCR2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 198 
^COUNTER REPORT 11/6/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
\CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
L/6/2003 15:38 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SEGO,DANIEL,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
:BM8-D INSFLIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
rCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 185 10 U REG, 20 U NPH 
UNTER REPORT 11/7/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
CKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
^7/200^07:591 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER/LTSA W,Rlf 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
BM8-0 INSULIN, GIVEN 
REFUSED? TO' TAKE INSULIN WHEN ADVISED HE CAN ONLY TAKE-
THE'PRESCRIBED'AMOUNT OF'"INSULIN* PLUS" S7 IDINQ SCALE,..,-HE 
WANTEET TO' TAKE' 15* 15 'UNITS1'REG"^'(f'UNi^"NPH7'AJ^'HIJCT* 
UNITS" REG./30' UNITS NPH ORDERED.' 01*' SLII ING* SCALE HE 
COULD'ONLY" TAKE 4 EXTRA*'UNITS OF" REGULAR (TOTAL OF if 
UNITS*" REG* . 
TESTS" 
:R2-AB * GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 177 STATED 
!OUNTER REPORT 11/7/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
'KSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) R n H ^ n » P 
7/2003 12:55 SITE GUNNISON TYPE PA OR NP SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
HENNAGlf;BARBARA L,PA entered by:HENNAGIR,BARBARA L,PJ| 
— . -j i 7 v. v. ur~ 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
ELAJ6 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, ll/7/2003> 
CHART REVIEW RN SOPER REPORTS TO ME THAT MR LAWRENCE'IS 
TAKING SLIDING • CALS INSULIN AT A HIGHER DOSE THAN-
ORDERED. HE l i TO B3 ALLOWED ONLT WHAr'-IS^ORDEREi^F HB 
FEELS,. HE NEEDS I.'ORE INSULIN, HE NEEDS TO PUT INHCR'AND" 
SEE DR BJRH-AM TO K.PLAIN* WHY HE NEEDS MORlgV^ 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 11/7/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
ll/7/200| 15:29 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL *TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES* 
EXBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
TESTS 
CNCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER REFUSED 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 11/8/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 4/4/2006 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 51 Years (5/11/54) 
1/8/2003 06:57 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
NURSING NOTE 
INMATE CAME TO PILL LINE THIS AM. COLOR IS 
GRAYISH..ADAMANTLY REFUSING TO TEST HIS BLOOD SUGAR AND 
TAKE INSULIN. DID TAKE HIS ELAVIL THIS AM. 
PROCEDURES 
INSULIN GIVEN REFUSED INSULIN THIS AM f* *"* f,\ f f\ -f» 
MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/ONE DOSE \U l \ i v M I 
TESTS 
LiMX4 
BM8-0 
'5 
:R2-AB GLUCOMETER BEFDPP DOP»«m.— 
i/13/2003 06:49 SITE GUNNxSON TYPE SICK CALL FIT^ocIRALD, STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
JXMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I ELAVIL/50 MG 
TESTS 
:NCR2-B * GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 148 10 R 30 NPH 
INCOUNTER REPORT 8 / 1 3 / 2 0 0 3 USP NUMBER:628879 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Y e a r s ( 5 / 1 1 / 5 4 ) 
PRINTED: 3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 7 
1/13/200 SITE GUNNISON/' TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
,BRUCE*O;MET;entered by:BURNHAM,BRUCE 0,MD 
ACQ1 
DISPOSITIONS 
APPOINTMENT IN 175 DAYS WITH PHYSICIAN 
\RENEW CC MEDS FOR DIABETE^f , HYPERTENSION, PANIC 
DISORDER 
DISPOSITfi 
fLCE3 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
NEUROLOGIC SYSTEM COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, 8/13/2003> 
C/O RECURRENCE OF NECK PAIN AND ELECTRIC SHOCK FEELINGS. 
PAIN R SIDE. SHOCK FEELS INSIDE HEAD. ALREAD Y ON ELAVIL 
50 AND IBU. NOT MUCH MORE TO DO. THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON 
FOR YEARS. WILL INCREASE ELAVIL TO 75 MG. RENEW ALL 
OTHER MEDS, FOR IDDM, PAXIL FOR PANIC DISORDER. STABLE. 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
!AEF1 * BLOOD PRESSURE 142/96 
ISAY2 
SJW1 
SAF3 
WBQ6-9 
THERAPIES 
AM INSULlf 
START^^^^^d^^l^i^^/iJD 04 
DISCONTINUED: 11/9/2003' Renewing order ADMINISTRATION INFO. : RENE1 
'"Rx#494809f 
AMITRIPTYLINE 
25MG 3 PO A 
QD START: 8/13/2003 STOP :2/9/2004 
DISCONTINUED: 2/5/2004 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : RENEW, INCREASE DOSE *SC Rx#494811 
PM INSULIN 
START: 8/13/2003 STOP : 2/9/2004 
DISCONTINUED: 11/9/2003 Renewing order ADMINISTRATION INFO. : RENEV 
Rx#494810 
SPECIAL DIET DIABETIC PM SACK 
3) END DATE> 10-31-03 UO/31/2003) uX\\&\{ Q ( 50 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 5/6/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
./6/2003 08:35 SITE WASTACH TYPE CHART SPLIT CLINIC VISIT 
SPRINGMAN,RENEE S,RHIT entered by:SPRINGMAN,RENEE S,RHIT 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
}HAQ1 
'LHJ6 
rGFN4 
DERMATITIS 
PANIC DISORDER 
JOINT PAIN 
iNCOUNTER REPORT 6/16/2003 USP NUMBER:628879 
"ACKSON, LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
/16/2003' 13:46 SITE GUNNISON TYPE NURSING SICK CALL 
RICH,DAVID entered by:RICH,DAVID-
CLINIC VISIT 
ACQ1 
LKJ7 
DISPOSITIONS" 
DISPOSITION APPOINTMENT IN 28 DAYS WITH NP/PA 
' ^Wf^'F/U CHRONIC^ CARES-AND4 MfiDS 
IDIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
MULTIPLE SYSTEM COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, 6/l6/2003> 
REORDER MEDS AND LABS'FOLLOWING CHART SPLIT.-
SAY2 /' 
SJW1-1 
SAF3 
THERAPIES 
AM INSULIN 
* ; 
^ADMINISTRAfiOl 
2003 
drder 
"tSlART SPLIT 
7BRtJCi^Mfi y Rx#485867 VERBSL:NOTED BY: 
AMITRIPTYLINE (ELAVIL)-
50MG 1 PO A 
QD START: 5/6/2003 STOP :8/20/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 8/13/2003 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : WATCH SWALLOW. CHART SPLIT 
*RETAIN *CRITICAL Rx#485869 VERBAL:NOTED BY:MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC 
PM INSULIN 
WBQ6-29 
START: 2/21/2003 STOP : 8/20/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 8/13/2003 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : 20NPH 7 REG CHART SPLIT 
DIABETIC SPECIAL DIET DIABETIC PM SACK 
START: 5/6/2003 STOP :8/20/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 8/13/2003 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : MEAL AND SACK. Rx#485871 
Rx#485870 
V • ^  i " o ' i ^ v ' y c 
2NC0UNTER REPORT 1/9/2003 USP NUMBER:528879 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
L/9/2003 11:33 SITE GUNNISON TYPE PA OR NP SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC entered by:MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC 
yVCQl 
IHAB1-U 
3LAW1-S 
JLKJ7 
:AEFI * 
:ADAI-A 
IAKH1 
PHB2 
DISPOSITIONS 
DISPOSITION APPOINTMENT IN 14 DAYS WITH NP/PA 
DISCUSSED MEDICATIONS 
\F/U HTN AFTER STARTING MAXIDE 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
HYPERTENSION UNSTABLE [Major] 
STILL HIGH ON CURRENT MEDS, CXR PENDING TO R/O CHF. LEGS 
WITH 1-2+ PITTING EDEMA. WILL ADD MAXIDE FOR BP AND 
EDEMA, WILL RECHECK IN COUPLE WEEKS 
DIABETES^ STABLE [Major)1 
MtJCH^IMPRO^EMENT ON BS'S. NO CHANGES AT THIS^TiME;, 
MU^I^LE^SYST^rCQMPLAINT^Subjectffvr; RFVT 1/9/2003* 
HERE" FOR F/U* ON 'DHTAfcrfiE" RENEWING HIS INSULIN^ ON* EDEMA 
OF BOTH LEGS, AND HT. ALSO WOULD LIKE LOTION FOR ITCHY* 
DRY SKIN, STATES IS INDIGENT. 
BLOOD PRESSURE 
PULSE 
WEIGHT 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
167/94 SITTING 
66 
244 
THERAPIES 
'TAE2-1 TRIAMTERENE 75 MG AND HCTZ 50 MG (MAXIDE) 
1TAB 1 PO A 
QD START: 1/9/2003 STOP :2/8/2003 ADMINISTRATION INFO. : QD 
*SC Rx#460162 
AAN3 EUCERIN LOTION 
3 0GM 1 TOPICAL A 
QD START: 1/9/2003 STOP :4/9/2003 ADMINISTRATION INFO. : 1 BT/MO 
*SC Rx#460163 
TESTS 
HEMOGLOBIN Al 
[Ordered to be done on 1/9/2003*4/9/2003*7/8/2003*10/6/2003] 
*l/9/2003*4/9/2003*7/8/2003*10/6/2003 
NCOUNTER REPORT 1/9/2003 USP NUMBER:528879 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
/9/2003 15:20 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK,JOHN K,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
NCOUNT: 
ACKS. 
HE: 
ov< 
PIE£ 
REPORT- 12j23l20\* USP NUMBER*528879 
(M) 52 Years""(5-Al 1/541, 
PRIb-JD: 3/26/2007 PAGE 2 
SJW1 
SAF3 
WBQ6-29 
TAP5 
:SDZ2-B 
[TQS2-1 
TQA1 
l-ENCE 
•RETAIN Rx#458157 
,XJH4 
DISCONTINUED- JlU^SfiJfeneyisa orde 
ADMINIS TRATI ON INFO'.'"*: ' 3 Ofr/^" 
trl PTYLINE — 
50MG 1 PO A 
QAM START: 12/27/2002 STOP :6//25/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 5/6/2003 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : Q AM./WATCH SWALLOW 
PM INSULIN 
START: 12/27/2002 STOP :6/25/2003 
DISCONTINUED.: 2/11/2003 Renewdjogorder 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : flW71W+^> Rx#458154 
DIABETIC SPECIAL DIET DIABETIC PM-^CK 
START: 12/27/2002 STOP :6/25/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 5/6/2003 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : MEAL AND SACK Rx#458156 
BENAZEPRIL 
40MG 1 PO AP 
BID START: 12/27/2002 STOP : 6/25/2003 
DISCONTINUED: 2/11/2003 Renewing order ADMINISTRATION INFO. 
*SC Rx#458160 
BP CHECKS 
AP 
BID START: 12/27/2002 STOP : 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : BP & 
METOPROLOL (LOPRESSOR) 
50MG 0.5 PO AP 
BID START: 12/27/2002 STOP : 
DISCONTINUED: 2/11/2003 Renewing order 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : 25MG BID *SC Rx#458164 
IBUPROFEN 
800MG 1- PO ANH 
TID START: 12/27/2002 STOP : 3/27/2003 
ADMINISTRATION INFO. : TID PRN W/FOOD *SC Rx#458165 
PROCEDURES 
PULSE OXIMETER 96% ON RA 
BID 
1/10/2003 
P BID Rx#458162 
6/25/2003 
LRNZ5 
LRNR4 
LRNJ3 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
COPAY 
TREATMENTS;BENAZEPRIL;AMITRIPTYLINE/SPECIAL DIET;PM INSULIN; 
DISCONTINUED MEDICATION 
TREATMENTS;BENAZEPRIL;AMITRIPTYLINE;SPECIAL DIET;PM INSULIN; 
RENEWED MEDICATION 
INCOUNTER REPORT 12/27/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 
'ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
.2/27/2002 16:28 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 12/26/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
12/26/2002 16:08 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
2XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 10R/20N 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 250 REPORTED 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 12/27/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
L2/27/2002 06:34 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
:AEF1 * BLOOD PRESSURE. 154/100 LEFT ARM STANDING 
3ADA1-A PULSE 86 
PROCEDURES 
IXMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE 
INCOUNTER REPORT 12/27/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/27/2002 15:51 SITE GUNNISOM TYPE PA OR NP SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
* MITTEN-, BARBARA L,PA£ entered by: MITTEN, BARBARA L,PAC, 
DISPOSITIONS 
ACQ1 DISPOSITION APPOINTMENT IN 13 DAYS WITH NP/PA 
DISCUSSED MEDICATIONS 
\F/U HTN DM, NEW MEDS 
-DXAGNOSES./PROBLEMS t_ 
HAB1-U, "HYPERTENSION UNSTABLE [Major] 
/ POOR CONTROL, WILL ADD SOPRESSOR. CARDIAC RRR, NO MURMUR, NO BRUIT 
LAW1/-U DIABETES^UNJTABLE^ [Major| 
REVIE^gg^CdwCHART SHOING POOR BS CGNTR&L. WILL RENEtf 
MED~S~ AND ADJUST AS NEEDED ./FT. WAS feDEREEt^lINSULIir 6W 
30N/15R, BUT STATES HE, FEELS*" BS dO^O^L-OVpAY^BAT-SQSBr' 
V TAKES ONLY 20N,AND,SS R. DISCUSSED WlTH~ VT,~ THA' * '" 
\ NEEDS TO START WITH THE 20NPH AND REG THAT'lS'ORDB| 
^NEEDS TO INCREASE 3 UNITS OF NPHJ E7ERT-y-^U)AYS' UNTlj 
3LKJ7 
TGFN4 
'3SSE SAME FOR NOW 
TJBAV- m~ INSt PTTl ULJlf 
iJ^friiM^i^MELAINT <Sub-iecti^e^—RFVT " 12/27/2002> 
<?HEREy-REQU"ES^^^|^ RE START HI S^AT^TlNSUtitC* STATES SINCE 
IT RATKTduTfflnPsUGARS "HAVE" BEEN "iNCREAS IN® STATES ALSO* 
NEEDS MULTIPLE OTHER MEDS RENEWED. STATES WAS DX'D WITH 
DM AT AGE 32. STATES WAS FIRST STARTED ON INSULIN D/T 
BAD OUT OF CONTROL BS. STATES ORAL MEDS WERE SHORTLY 
ADDED. STATES DOES WELL ON COMBINATION. ALSO HAVING MILD 
SWELLING AND DISCOMFORT TO HIS LEFT KNEE. STATES HAS HAD 
"ARTHRITIS" FOR ALONG TIME. STATES HX OF CARDIAC WORK UP 
DUE TO CHEST PAIN, BUT NOT SURE WHAT HIS DX IS. STATES 
KEEPS NITRO SL FOR CP WHICH INOW IS MORE THAN 3 MONTHS 
OLD. STATES HAS HX OF HTN. 
JOINT PAIN 
LEFT KNEE MILD EDEMA, GUARDED ROM. WILL GIVE IBU AND 
RECHECK NEXT VISIT 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
:AEFI * 
:ADAI-A 
BLOOD PRESSURE 
PULSE 
160/99 SITTING 
82 
JSAY2 AMfflNSULIH 
START:! 
THERAPIES 
STOF : 6/25/2005-: 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
!AEF1 * BLOOD PRESSURE 172/104 RIGHT ARM SITTING 
IADA1-A PULSE 86 
IM STILL RATHER ANGRY ABOUT NOT GETTING AM INSULIN/BP 
MAYBE REFLECTING THAT ANGER! 
PROCEDURES 
;XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/22/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/22/2002 07:58 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/22/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/22/2002 16:14 SITE) GUNNJSOTJ TYPE SICK CALL |pFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
7R/2ON' IM THREATENING^ T'6"'" SHdW* ^ C 5 U R V ORDE^ R" WHICH 
APPARENTLY* STATES" THAT Hfi "CA#NOT'''Bi^ENlED-' INStfLfN IB 
THEf*AM'!"" ATTEMPTED"'TO' MAKE ' IM" UNDERSTAND CUCFf S" POLICY 
ON REFSUREFUSING" MEDICAL" APPT. TO GET ORDER' RENEWEtf'BUT 
HE' ESSENTIALLY REFUSED" TO SEE-IT- OUR- WAYT" CONT: Tt5"W£NT 
ME TO' EXPLAIN" "WHY THE- INSULIN- IN- THE AM1 IS' DIFFERENT^ 
THAN THE INSULIN IN THE PMSs.ANEfc DESPITE-M^ BEST' EFFORTS, 
I FEEtfTT/WAS' UNABLE TO' MAKB^HI#'UNDERSTAND**fHA i^T35'HA1S 
NOTHlNG^TtTDO WITH "DIFFERENT INSULIN" BUT DIFFERENT*1* 
ORDERS!"'""" HE THEN WENT INTO'5 COMPLAINTS OF" BEING""1'!]!^4'* 
DRAPER' FOR ' YEARS AND NEVER" HAD -THIS' PROBLEM; -flb^PlRJBijEMS 
WITH*GETTING' BOTTOM BUNKS"? ' INSULIN"'WHEN NEEDED '^AND '^? 
PROPER* MEDICAf'^TRMTiME^T^^GAtM I ' ATTEMPTED^ PRIMLY* 
TO NO*"AVAILT"TO 'TfflfSSWffirTlcC^RDlNQ- TO POLICY'," MEDS* 
NEED, TQ BE RENEWED"PERIODICALLY AND'THAT IM*S NEED-TO-BE 
SEEN' BY' PROVIDER ' TO" UPDATE RECORDS'-"ANS^THAlp-ff9^^ 
BASICALLY' HIS' CHOICE Ta'REFUSE>MEDfCALv'Bt^¥F*D3§fprHIS 
SCHEDULED''APPY: 'HE-' STATES'" "iT^S* ALL' PUNlSHMENf^^WHTC^ 
SUPPOSfDLYfr-IS AGAINST' HIS"'COURT ORDER'. ! PUTTING'THE" IS^ SUE 
BACK. IN. IMVS' HANDS' I ' SUGGESTED- HE GO THROUGH5 PROPER 
CHANNEL'S4-*AND'"'GRIEVE' IT"- IF-HE' FEELS- SO- STRONGLY^ "ABOtH 
BUT^NSfGUARENTEES THAI" HE* WILIC RBCIE^!ffl^Bfflfflffi 
DESlRlS^Td "IT ^f&'KBEpjMmf^^mPP^M^^^m 
ASKED "HOW MAlw DOCTORS ARE THERE HERE" V _ INFORMED^HIM 
2 AND 1 PART TIME. TO WHICH* HE WANTEP'T^ KNOW WHY H I P 
HAD TO SEE4-ONLY ONE DOCTOR THENT I TOLD HIM THAT IT IS 
POLICY THAN THE^IM'S CAN NC^^TO§f^WHl6r PROVIDER THEY 
ARE SCHEDULED* T<3"~ SEET AT THIS TIME, IM LEFT CLINIC AREA 
BASICALLY IN SAME MOOD AS HE "ARRIVED" 'IN/NOT GETTlNQ^ff* 
HIS WAYt ^ 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 205 REPORTED 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/22/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/22/2002 20:32 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/23/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/23/2002 15:23 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 247 PT RPT. 13 REG 20 NPH 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/23/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/23/2002 15:48 SITE GUNNISON TYPE NURSING SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN entered by:FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEM^ 
LAJ6 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM" COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, 12/23/2002V 
REQUEST" TGf*HAV§* INSULIN"5 REN£WE$. 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
RLT9 HEALTH CARE REQUEST 1 A D D R W S I D 028671 
RMD3-CM MEDICAL HEALTH CARE REQUEST RECEIVED CUCF 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 12/20/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
JACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
12/20/2002 07:38 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SOPER,LISA W,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 5 UNITS REG./20 UNITS Ni 
3XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I AMITRIPTYLINE/ONE DOSE 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AB GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 94 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 12/20/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
IACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
.2/20/2002 16:51 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
2XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 79 7R 2ON 
1NCOUNTER REPORT 12/20/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/20/2002 19:31 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/21/2 002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/21/2002 07:06 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
LMX4 ( NURSING NOTE 
INMATE TOAM DIABETIC PILL LINE THIS AM. INMATE INFORMED 
HE NO LONGER L.S AM INSULIN ORDER. IT HA&. ^ XPIRED AND HE 
REFUSED HIS APPOINTMENT TO HAVE IT RENEWED. INMATE 
BECAME ANGRY. STATED HE HAS A COURT ORDER. I INFORMED 
INMATE JACKSON I HAVE TO HAVE A MD ORDER. AS PER DR 
BURNHAMS NOTE ON 12/10/02 HE NEEDS TO SUBMIT A HCR TO 
HAVE HIS MEDS REORDERED. I TOLD INMATE JACKSON THAT HIS 
PM INSULIN ORDER WAS STILL CURRENT AND HE NEEDED TO COME 
TO PM DIABETIC PILL LINE FOR INSULIN. INMATE JACKSON 
TOLD ME TO TAKE THE INSULIN AND KEEP IT. SGT CHRISTENSEN 
WITNESSED THIS ENCOUNTER. 
]NCOUNTER REPORT 12/21/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/21/2002 15:24 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
IXBM8-0 INSULIN GIVEN REFUSED 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER REFUSED 
SPECIAL INVITATION ISSUED INMATE REFUSED 
1NCOUNTER REPORT 12/21/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/21/2002 19:28 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL SANDALL,TRUDEE D,LPN 
entered by:SAME; 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
LMX4 NURSING NOTE 
INMATE INITIALLY REFUSED INSULIN. AFTER HE TALKED WITH 
CPT. IRONS INMATE CONSENTED TO TAKE HIS INSULIN. 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-LD INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
NCR2-H * GLUCOMETER HS 22313R2 0N 
^COUNTER REPORT 12/22/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/22/2002 07:35 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL TUFT,ANGELIKA G,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
( £x'>l, .'/ C (3) C 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 12/10/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
.2/10/2002 08:05 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AB GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 85 5 R 20 NPH 
INCOUNTER REPORT 12/10/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
.2/10/2002 09:43' SITE GUNNISON TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
BURNHAM,BRUCE' 0,MB, entered by:BURNHAMfBRUCE 0,MD 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEM^ 
!LAJ6 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM COMPLAINS.<SuteJee^?e, RFV, 12/lCT/2.002> 
H E R S ^ R j R O U T I N B - ' C e ^ A M 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ! ! ^ ^ ^ I D D # r » " 
Rfifusls"'TtrSE" SEENV STATES~^THIS IS' BEING TREATED AGAINST 
H!fTwTLlT1l^"AM" J iNsu£irRm^ oxtf'iwom w E E a w a r t t r n R 
PNf INSULINE" AM^OJAL AGEJTSTFORr'DIABETES"AREHGOOB" F#fPt 
SEVERAL^ MOREW% WEEK^W^^^^^^^f^ EXPIRE*/ T WHEITHf * 
WANTS" Hrfi&CflTtfg CANTsUBMif'HClt 
INCOUNTER REPORT 1 2 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 2 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3 / 2 6 / 2 0 0 7 
•ACKSON, LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5 /11 /54 ) 
2 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 2 15:53 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
e n t e r e d by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER REFUSED 7 R 20 NPH 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/10/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
9/in/?nn:? 99 •?<} STTR raTrwrqrw TYPE1 QTCW raT/r. •wTV7nwvAT n CTWVWM c DM 
XBM8-L 
PROCEDURES 
INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/12/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/12/2002 07:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
NCR2-B GLUCOMETER BREAKFAST 99 5 R 20 NPH 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/12/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
I/I2/2OOS 13:48-' SITE GUNNISON TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
BURNHAM, BRUCE* 0,M£f entered bf:BURNHAM, BRUCE Oi-Mf? 
LDQ4 
AEF1 * 
..IDJLAGNQ. 
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM COMPLAINT' <Subjectivefj RB^.li/l2'/200.2>!' 
" WANTS^BB" CLEARANCE "AND" CERVICAlf PILLOW3;- -juSf-^^^^^^n^^ DO 
FROM DRAPERS". HAD' BB' CL* THERE. HIS'MED PROBS" _ 
AGENfS, 
ALSO, ' WILL' IS SUE "CERVICAL"' PILLOttf 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
BLOOD PRESSURE 152/94 
THERAPIES* 
y 
WBC8-AP CLEARANCE APPROVED RECOMMEND APPROVAL. -,,PRINT. CLEARANCE, 
CLEARANCE.: FOR"ONE" YEAlP'FOlf tERVf CAL'' PILLOwT' HAS HX OF 
L ; 6 N & " ¥ E ^ PAIN., 
RNZ5 
RLT9 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
COPAY 
HEALTH CARE REQUEST 1 ADDRESSED 027833 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/12/2002 USP/NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
arKSOM.LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/12/2002 13:52 SITg-'GUNNISON TYPE MD SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
BURNHAM,BRUCE 0,MD entered by:BURNHAM,BRUCE 0,MD 
DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
LDQ4 MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM COMPIAINT^Subjective, RFV, 11/12/2002*1 
WBC 8f- D CLEARANCE,, DENIEJ3| 
DENIED "FOR BB'CLEARANCE. DOESTN MEET CRITERIA 
NCOUNTER REPORT 11/12/2002 USP NUMB~ER~: 528879* " PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
1/12/2002 16:01 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL FITZGERALD,STEVEN S,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
1XBM8-D INSULIN GIVEN DRAWN AND ADMINISTERED BY PT 
TESTS 
INCR2-AS GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 103 5 R 20 NPH 
,'NCOUNTER REPORT 11/12/2002 USP NUMBER: 528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
rACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
.1/12/2002 20:11 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL DAVIS,CATHY L,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
PROCEDURES 
3XBM8-L INSULIN GIVEN SACK LUNCH GIVEN 
ENCOUNTER REPORT 11/13/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
TACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
Ll/13/2002 09:15 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK,JOHN K,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
TESTS 
:NCR2-AB GLUCOMETER BEFORE BREAKFAST 79 REG 5U NPH-20U 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/5/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/5/2002 16:09 SITE GUNNISON TYPE PA OR NP SICK CALL CLINIC VISIT 
MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC entered by:MITTEN,BARBARA L,PAC 
DISPOSITIONS 
DISPOSITION APPOINTMENT IN 5 DAYS WITH NP/PA 
APPOINTMENT IN 5 DAYS WITH PHYSICIAN - - .__ 
\DIABETIC NOT SEEN IN CLINIC RECENTLY, NEEDS NEW ORDERS ) 
AND EVALUATION/ \EITHER PROVIDER (PA OR MD) 
" ~ — - DIAGNOSES/PROBLEMS 
LAJ6 ENDOCRINE SYSTEM COMPLAINT <Subjective, RFV, 12/5/2002> 
CHART REVIEW 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/5/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/5/2002 16:22 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL BLACK,JOHN K,RN 
entered by:SAME; 
TESTS 
NCR2-AS * GLUCOMETER BEFORE SUPPER 206 REG-10U NPH-22U 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/5/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
2/5/2002 18:26 SITE GUNNISON TYPE SICK CALL PETERSEN,HOLLIE 
entered by:SAME; 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
BAN8-1 PERCENTAGE OF MED COMPLIANCE COMPLIANT - 75 PERCENT OR GREATER 
PROCEDURES 
XMM5 MEDICATION ISSUE I METFORMIN 
XMK8 MEDICATION ISSUE II BENAZEPRIL 
XMS9 MEDICATION ISSUE III GLIPIZIDE 
ACQ1 
NCOUNTER REPORT 12/5/2002 USP NUMBER:528879 PRINTED: 3/26/2007 
ACKSON,LAWRENCE (M) 52 Years (5/11/54) 
Exiled- g 
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INTRODUCTION j j 
On 4 May 2007, the plaintiff filed a Notice to Submit for Decision. The plaintiff 
submitted the following motions for a decision: (1) Plaintiffs Motion to Strike Defendants' Joint 
Motion and Stipulation allegedly filed on 2 January 2007; (2) Motion to Compel Discovery 
allegedly filed on 2 January 2007; (3) Supplemental Pleadings filed on January 16,2007; (4) 
Motion for an Order Compelling Discovery filed on 1 March 2007; (4) Petition for Judicial 
Review of Denial of GRAMA Records Request Appeal filed on 12 April 2007; and (5) Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed on 8 June 2006. 
On 15 March 2007, the defendant submitted a request to file & Martinez Report. This 
request was granted on 28 March 2007. The defendant filed its Martinez Report on 1 June 2007. 
The defendant asks the Court to consider this report as a motion for summary judgment. The 
plaintiff did not respond to the Martinez Report, and the time to do so has expired. 
JACKSON v. UTAH, etai, Case No. 040600383 
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The Court considers all of the above motions including the defendant's Martinez Report 
at this time. 
DECISION 
The defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (Martinez Report) should be granted. 
The plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied. The plaintiffs Motion to Strike 
Defendants' Joint Motion and Stipulation should be denied. The plaintiffs Motion to Compel 
Discovery and Motion for an Order Compelling Discovery should both be denied. The plaintiffs 
Supplemental Pleadings should not be considered because they are properly framed before the 
Court as a motion. The plaintiffs Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of GRAMA Records 
Request Appeal should be denied. 
ANALYSIS 
1. Plaintiffs Motion to Strike Defendants' Joint Motion and Stipulation 
This Motion has not been filed with the Court. The Court was unable to locate it in the 
file. As nearly as the Court can tell the defendant received the Motion and responded to it. The 
defendant's response is in the file dated 25 January 2007. 
In the file, there is also a letter dated 4 December 2006 wherein the plaintiff explains his 
understanding of the stipulation reached with the defendant. In the letter, the plaintiff explains 
his main concern is that by entering into the stipulation he may have inadvertently set aside his 
JACKSON v. UTAH, et.al., Case No. 040600383 
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Motion for Summary Judgment filed on 8 June 2006. 
The stipulation was reached on 17 November 2006. In the stipulation, the parties agreed 
to allow the plaintiff to file supplemental pleadings. This agreement has since become moot 
because on 13 December 2006 the Court granted the plaintiffs Motion to Supplement Pleadings. 
The remainder of the stipulation concerns the plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment. The 
parties agreed the defendant was not required to respond to this Motion. The defendant also 
agreed to provide additional discovery materials. Either of the parties could then move for 
summary judgment. Again, it appears the plaintiffs main concern is that his Motion for 
Summary Judgment would not be considered because of this stipulation. 
The Court does not find that the parties agreed to set aside the plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment. The Court recognizes the Motion for Summary Judgment is still pending 
before the Court and will be considered later in this decision. 
The plaintiffs Motion to Strike Defendants' Joint Motion and Stipulation is denied 
because some of the issues agreed upon have become moot and there is no disagreement on other 
issues. 
2. Motion to Compel Discovery and Motion for an Order Compelling Discovery 
The Court is unable to locate the plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery in the file. 
However, there is a motion titled "Motion for an Order Compelling Discovery" in the file. This 
JACKSON v. UTAH, etal., Case No. 040600383 
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latter Motion does not specify what information or materials the plaintiff is seeking. The Motion 
refers to the Second Request for Production which the defendant failed to answer. The Court 
cannot order any relief because it is not clear which documents the defendant should be 
compelled to produce. 
Additionally, the State has filed a Martinez Report. This report contains all the 
information and materials the defendant has in its possession. The report was intended to satisfy 
the plaintiffs discovery requests. 
Therefore, the plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery and Motion for an Order 
Compelling Discovery are denied. 
3. Supplemental Pleadings 
The document entitled Supplemental Pleadings is not a motion. It is intended to 
supplement the Complaint. Any issues concerning this document are not properly framed and 
presented to the Court for decision. 
4. Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of GRAMA Records Request Appeal 
The plaintiff sought to obtain information concerning Lisa Soper's physical address from 
the State of Utah. The plaintiff filed a GRAMA request with the Utah Department of 
Corrections, which was denied. He appealed this denial to the Executive Office of the Utah 
Department of Corrections. The plaintiffs request was again denied based on Utah Code 
L " i h<' \r 4 
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Annotated, Section 63-2-302(l)(f). 
''Inilinn f»3-2 Hl.!| III I 11 l.u.sifn s rinplirynicnl reamls nil Inrnui -Jlili employees that 
disclose the home address of such an employee as private. It appears the plaintiffs records 
request was denied because he asked for information classified as private. 
This Court has au" -*- *•» review this decision anil nidi r (he govrrnmmt In disclose 
otherwise protected information if the Court finds "the interest favoring access outweighs the 
interest favoring resu jcuon . . . tu^8)(a). 
The Court has examined the policies underlying this statute. Section 63-2-102(1) explains 
the intent of the Legislature in enacting the Government Records Access and Management Act. 
public to access information concerning the conduct of the public's business and (2) the right of 
pj iViii y in iciitiiuii ui |. .JMOiiJJi daia cuilcticu by ilic yiivciniiicrji 
The Court finds that in this case the right of privacy outweighs the plaintiffs interests. A 
former government employee is entitled to have assurance that his or her personal information 
such as prisons. A prison employee's personal information must be protected from access by 
inmates the employee knew and encountered in the course of employment. 
In addition, the plaintiffs interest here is not to obtain information,,, regarding the conduct 
£Klk> ! I , J 
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of the public's business but to obtain the home address of a former governmental employee in 
o r ( | e r t Q g u e ^ ^ 
On this basis, the plaintiffs Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of GRAMA Records 
Request Appeal is denied. 
5. State a .tiarunc. K M . ., - ~»^ - ^ M J.fPs Mc^ion f~n • -> mat \ J udgment 
The Gairt considers these two motions togethoar-U determine whether there are any 
genuine issues of material fact which would preclude granting summary judgment in this case. 
See Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c). The Court Inds the defendants have adequately 
supported their position with appropriate affidavits. The plaintiff has failed to present affidavits 
: I! ai vr : i he 
Court finds the facts essentially undisputed and concludes that there is no genuine issue of 
material fact. 
The plaintiffs claims against the State of Utah are based on Utah State Constitution, 
Article 1 §9 and Title II of the Americans with Disability Act of 1990 ("ADA"), 42 U.S.C.S. 
A. Utah State Constitution, Article 1 §9 claims 
Article 1 §9 of Utah' s Constitution provides, in,, pertinent part that "[pjersons arrested or 
miipiisuriccl l»li ill mil In Mr1,ili il Willi 'iiiiiiiiecessnrv MJMII ' Tn pin ill nil 111! , i I nnis fni miinrtiiry 
J A C K S 0 N ^ U T A H ^ ef , ^ „ >(|S | |||( [1,1,(11,(1,(1 Igll 
M e m o r a n d u m D e c i s i o n 
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damages, the plaintiff must show a flagrant violation of this constitutional right. See Spackman v. 
Hofinl of hdncaiion, f < I" »ri S I I, S IK L*> (I ll.ih 'IUHI) I li , im Jims lif must <,h \\ ilLtf | IMIIILI 
employee(s) acted with deliberate indifference or inflicted unnecessary abuse upon hirti. See Bott 
v. Delana, .. ^i\ . y ;•.. 
Deliberate indifference is further defined as "unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain" 
as opposed to inadvertent misconduct. Id. Some examples of deliberate indifference include: 
medical care. Id. Unnecessary abuse is defined as "needlessly harsh, degrading, or 
dehumanizing" treatment. Id VV itli this standard in mind, the Court examines the facts of this 
:ase 
1. Refusal to Take Insulin and Subsequent Injury 
.-j. November of 
2003. On 7 November, the plaintiff refused to take insulin at the oill line because he disagreed 
with a nurse about the amount of insulin prescribed for him November, the plaintiff 
refused to take any insulin and stopped eating. On 9 November, the plaintiff fell while 
and struck a metal stool causing injury to his face. See Plaintiffs Amended Complaint for 
JACKSON v.UTAH, IT. - 3 
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The defendant submitted the Affidavit of Renee Springman, Records M a n a g e r for 
if !ln n.'til Services af H i I Hah State PniioiL This Affidavit contains copies of t h e p la in t i f f s 
medical records. The Court examined entries made by the p r i son ' ; "v ^ ; V ^fp.ff nr» i V o v w i b e r 
through 9 November of 2003. 
I nil \ 'I is made lb .isa Soper: • 
Refused to take insulin when advised he can only take the 
prescribed amount of insulin plus sliding scale. He wanted to take 
15 units reg./ 30 units N P H and has 7 ~'' <™\t* N P H 
ordered. On sliding scale he could only take 4 extra units of regular 
(mm I HI nil I I i in mi in mi I1, i eg). 
Affidavit of Renee Springman, Jackson ^ 11. 
The affidavits of Cathy Davis and Dr. Richard Garden explain the te rm "sliding scale ." 
An inmate ' s physician prescribes a dosage of insulin. Garden Affidavit 117 \ dosage in vhuki i 
two amounts: one for regular insulin and one for "NPH" insulin id The "NPH" insulin amount 
minims ronsltinl unless dunned by <i pliy'su IJIII 1 >uvri Allidav ' I lie regular insulin 
amount is modified or adjusted depending on the inmate's blood sugar level as individually 
tested by the inmate before the inmate appears at the pill line. Id. ffl[7, 8. The nurse on duty 
follows the sliding snilr fn di li mime tin* i m i n i ia7iil m ilic <* nl IIIIII1 iiliiii ill pi ndniu iiiii III i 
JACKSON v. UTAH, et.al., Case No. 040600383 
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inmate's blood sugar level Id. f!4. The sliding scale is attached to the Davis Affidavit. 
i November 2003, at 12:55 p.m, Physician's Assistant, Barbara Hennagir, made the 
following entry: 
?^* Soper reports to me that Mr. Lawrence1 is taking sliding 
:::_.. -e than ordered. He is to be allowed only 
what is ordered, if he feels he needs more insulin, he needs to pi it 
in HCR2 and see Dr. Burnham to explain why he needs more. 
Id., Jackson 312. 
I he next entry on 71 lovember 2003 was made at 3:29 p.m. by .Angelica Tuft. Id. She 
wrote that Mr. Jackson refused to check his blood sugar and refused to Inkr airy mi iMINI I in In I Mlm; 
noted that Jackson did not have any insulin all day and argued that when he was housed in 
Draper In '"I i iillmi i il In i ilsr .i (lifOniil ml n III 
The first entry on the next day (8 November 2003) was made at 6:57 a.m. by Lisa Soper. 
Mini;: vviinli/, "Inniiilr i .iniii" In c II line this am. Color is grayish. Adamantly refusing to test his 
blood sugar and take insulin." Id. The plaintiff also refused to U 
"It is clear that though Ms. Hennagir refers to "Mr Lawrence" in this entry, she is actually taking about: the 
plaintiff because this entry is included in the defendant's medical records. The plaintiffs given name is Lawrence. 
*"HCR stands for health care request. 
JACKSON v.UTAH,tf.i I 
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line on that day. Id., Jackson 313. 
i Inscribes the Incident when plaintiff fell and 
injured his face. Id. 
The Court also found the following entry concerning the plaintiffs prescribed amount of 
insulin. This entry was made on 5 Fdiniai y ?0fH h 
30 and 15 am, and 20 and 10 pm dosage." Affidavit of Renee Springman, Jackson 1528. 
, ~ . - mis analysis is found in in. 1 h Garden's Affidavit. 
Dr. Garden testified that taking too much insulin can be dangerous to a diabetic becau 
overdose can cause insulin shock, which can be fatal" f 11. 
The plaintiff filed several iiffid t\\ ll ill i i | i | mill nil lil< l\ 1i in in Hi| Inn Ni j | i | ] in j ; | i y I l l d g l u c i l C 
(l)Affidavit in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed on 8 June 2006 concurrently with 
. . . - \ii;u«*.. . .... ,..*.» Aucu, \j) Aiiidavit of Paul D. 
Nelson; (4) Affidavit of James Stills; and (5) Affidavit of Percy Wilder3. Th - e — y 
two 1) important facts contained in these affidavits: 0 ) there is a court order directing prison 
staff to provide insulir "•• • • - n *\\\ yiXn\ m Mippo .otiori tor 
Summary Judgment, «|5; and (2) the plaintiff discontinued his use of insulin and stopped eating 
when he was offered what he considered an improper dose of insulin. Id., ^S. 
Affidavits (2) through (5) were filed on 9 March 2007. 
F 1 
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The rest of the affidavits simply do not supply any additional facts but merely corroborate 
il'iH pl.unliU'u tcsljiu..,, hall I he plaintiff was not taking insulin and was not eating4 at the time he 
fell and was injured. 
The Affidavit of Paul D. Nelson escribes Lisa's personality and the environm nt that she 
created ' • : . . • .ally had with Lisa. 
Id. However, he does not supply any facts concerning Lisa's behavior at the pill line where the 
plaintiff refused to take insulin. Therefore, this affidavit is not helpful in reconstructing the 
events of 7 November 2003. 
Thus, the facts are essentially undisputed about what happened on 7 November 2003. 
established ma . ... ..... /as given a certain 
amount of insulin. The nurse believed it was !he correct amount t'ven if she was wrong, she did 
not refuse to give itto hirn^ The plaintiff himself refused to take the offered insulin because he 
believed it was the wrong amount. The plaintiff continued to refustj iii'iilm incl fond iiii U\n 
days until he fell and injured his eye. 
It I1 iiiifiir Miililli llliiii iilllii I nil In ilrfcimiiu ilium 1J iJluuC Wtt. [In n^lil dust I he only entry 
by Dr. Burnham concerning the prescribed dose is the entry dated 5 February 2004, which was 
several months after the injury. It is not clear when the plaintiffs dosage was originally 
4
 Affidavit of Russell Allen, ffe, d; Affidavit of James Stills, Ufb, c; Affidavit of Percy Wilder, ffi[c, d. 
JA CKSON v. UT AH, et !"  C • I I 0 Ill0600383 
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prescribed. However, this issue does not create a genuine issue of material fact because even if 
!l i; iiMfc offWnil ll" |il<iintiiriin iiiruri'ii I dove, Amn did uol 1'CIIJM; him medical treatment. 
Indeed, the plaintiff made a personal decision and determined to refuse to take the medication. 
With no genuine issue of material fact, the Court must next consider whether the acts by 
the defendants amount to "unnecessnn. A ^ 
not. There is no proof that the defendants acted with# deliberate indifference to the plaintiffs 
11 iiililnrii I n l!i! i i iiiiiajy, niliies an I* Ni>vember2003 show the medical staff attempted to 
persuade the plaintiff to take his insulin. Of course, they could not force him to take it In fhi i 
the Court finds the prison staff acted in the plaintiffs best interest by not giving him the higher 
doseof insulin he requested boi\iuse it mifhl hiivr htiiHlaripeiinis, in mm. 
2. Delay in Medical Treatment of the Wound 
..... ~ .... injury to his eye, medical staff 
deliberately delayed access to appropriate medical care. The basis for this claim is the Operative 
Report prepirMby Dr. <31iup&] :ra Patel who performed surgery on the plaintiff, The Report' is a 
part of the Affidavit of Renee Mpnn^mnn miml i u <l .ii lin!- IIMII 1' i'7*l" II «. > jhufidRil u I""'1 
March 2004, the day the surgery was done. 
Hi l\il t'l ivi i nili. 1IIin, 11 1 he patient understands that "double vision cannot be completely 
relieved because of the length of time that has passed between the injiu'» " iintl the sw j/r.ry "' The 
JACKSON v. UTAH, etal., Case No. 040600383 
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plaintiff claims the surgery was intentionally delayed by the State. 
The plaintiff also claims he was told by an ophthalmologist at the Moran Eye Center that 
prison officials waited too long to bring the plaintiff for treatment and that as a result, he would 
have permanent impairment of his injured eye. Affidavit in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, [^10. 
The affidavits of Russell Allen and Percy Wilder corroborate the plaintiffs claim that he 
waited several months to have surgery and that two of his appointments with his ophthalmologist 
were cancelled. Affidavit of Russell Allen, fflj g,h; Affidavit of Percy Wilder, fflf f, g. 
The State submitted copies of the plaintiffs medical records to show what post-traumatic 
medical care the plaintiff received. These records indicate that on the date of the injury the 
plaintiff was admitted into the prison infirmary and the wound was treated with steri strips and 
ice. See Affidavit of Renee Springman, Jackson 313. The wound was checked approximately 
every two hours. Id., Jackson 315-18. No apparent drainage was noted. Id., Jackson 315, 317, 
323. 
The next day, 10 November 2003, the plaintiff was seen by Dr. Burnham. Id., Jackson 
324. Dr. Burnham examined the wound and ordered the continued use of ice. Id. 
On 11 November 2003, at the pill line, the plaintiff complained of a headache and asked 
to see the physician's assistant. Id., Jackson 325. The plaintiff was directed to fill out a health 
Ex§ L>1\- /\ 
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care request. Id. He was given Tylenol and advised to use ice. Id. The plaintiff left the pill line 
without filling out a health care request. Id. It is prison policy for inmates to fill out health care 
requests before they can be scheduled to see a medical provider. See Affidavit of Lad Askew, 
Jackson 2736. The plaintiff was familiar with this policy. Id., Jackson 2718. 
The plaintiff filled out a health care request on 15 November 2003. Affidavit of Renee 
Springman, Jackson 329. He complained that his eyp was swollen and uncomfortable and was 
given eye drops. Id. 
On 17 November 2003, the plaintiff was seen by Dr. Burnham. Id., Jackson 330-31. Dr. 
Burnham noted redness in the left eye, but no corneal abrasion or anterior chamber bleeding. Id. 
He prescribed "naphazoline ophth" drops to ease swelling and pain in the eye. Id.; Dr. Garden's 
Affidavit, K13. 
On 1 December 2003, the plaintiff filled out another health care request. Affidavit of 
Renee Springman, Jackson 343. He complained about having problems with his left eye. Id. On 
4 December 2003, the plaintiff was seen by Barbara Hennagir. Id., Jackson 346. The plaintiff 
complained he was having problems with his vision. Id. Ms. Hennagir thought it was a temporary 
muscle or nerve injury that should heal with time, but told the plaintiff he should also be seen by 
the doctor. Id., Jackson 347. 
On 15 December 2003, the plaintiff was seen by Ms. Hennagir again to receive clearance 
JACKSON v. UTAH, etal, Case No. 040600383 
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for a cervical pillow. Id., Jackson 357. At the appointment, he complained about "nerve pain" in 
his face. Id. 
On 17 December 2003, the plaintiff was seen at the Moran Eye Center for glaucoma and 
possible facial fracture. Id., Jackson 359. The specialist at the Moran Eye Center thought there 
was a fracture and recommended CT scans and surgery. Id., Jackson 360. CT scans were ordered 
by Dr. Burnham on 19 December 2003. The scans were performed on 29 December 2003. Id., 
Jackson 370. 
On 5 February 2004, the plaintiff was seen by Dr. Burnham. Id., Jackson 404. Dr. 
Burnham reviewed the scans and discovered they were mistakenly done on the sinuses. Id., 
Jackson 405. The scans were reordered. Id. The surgery was performed on 19 March 2004. Id., 
Jackson 442. 
The Court finds there is no genuine issue of material fact. The facts, which are not 
disputed by the plaintiff, clearly show that the prison medical staff made every effort to care for 
plaintiffs injury. If there were some medical mistakes made, mere medical malpractice does not 
qualify for "unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain." See Bott at 740. The Court finds no 
deliberate delay or refusal to provide plaintiff with necessary medical care. 
3. Delay in Providing Plaintiff Snack Boxes When he was Temporarily 
Housed at Uintah-IV in Draper 
The plaintiff filed a supplemental claim alleging he was delayed his diabetic snack boxes 
JACKSON v. UTAH, elal., Case No. 040600383 
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for several hours until approximately 12:30 a.m when he was temporarily housed at Uintah-IV in 
Draper pending his appointment at the Moran Eye Center in April of 2006. 
The plaintiff claims he called the control room several times and asked officers on "skin 
count" about diabetic snack boxes. He received his snack boxes every day but he received them 
late. On one day (13 April 2006), he suffered hypoglycemic reaction because he did not receive 
his snack box on time. He also claims he received a nutritionally inadequate supper that day. 
See Amended Complaint for Medical Malpractice and Constitutional Rights Violations filed on 
16 January 2007. 
The State submitted the Affidavit of Sergeant Thomas Laursen, an officer employed at 
Uintah-IV. He testified about the procedure for obtaining a diabetic snack box for someone 
temporarily housed at Uintah-IV. He indicated that officers on "skin counts" would not be able to 
accommodate such requests immediately. Laursen's Affidavit, 1fl[l6. These officers might also 
not remember the request at the time they finish with the count. Id. It is the responsibility of an 
inmate with a special dietary need to inform the housing officer about the need. Affidavit of 
Peggy Monson, f7. The officer then checks to see if there is a medical order on file for a diabetic 
snack box. Laursen's Affidavit, [^14. 
Uintah-IV does not receive any extra diabetic snack boxes. Id., ^ [15. Thus, upon receiving 
an inmate request for a snack box, an officer would have to go to Uintah-III to obtain it. Id. If an 
JACKSON v. UTAH, eta!., Case No. 040600383 
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officer has other inmates or incidents to attend to, he may not be able to immediately go to 
Uintah-in to obtain the box. Id., 1J17. 
There is no genuine issue of material fact on this issue. The question here, again, is 
whether, based on these facts, the prison staff acted with deliberate indifference and inflicted 
unnecessary and wanton pain on the plaintiff. The Court concludes the prison staff made 
reasonable efforts to accommodate the plaintiffs needs. The delay may have been caused by the 
plaintiffs temporary status at Uintah-IV and the necessity to go to Uintah-III to obtain the snack 
boxes. The Court finds no flagrant violation of the plaintiffs constitutional right under Utah 
State Constitution, Article I, §9. 
4. Restraints 
The plaintiff claims that on 13 April 2006, he was transported from the prison facility in 
Draper to the Moran Eye Center. Officer Austin Smith was responsible for the transportation. 
Officer Smith placed handcuffs on the plaintiff. The plaintiff felt the handcuffs were too tight. 
He also told Officer Smith that he had a double-cuff clearance because of injuries to his shoulder. 
Officer Smith refused to adjust his handcuffs. 
The plaintiff was placed in a prison vehicle. When the plaintiff and Officer Smith arrived 
at the North Gate of the prison, Officer Smith went asked Sergeant Katie Healy about the 
handcuffs. Sgt. Healy checked for double-cuff clearance on the computer and found none. 
JACKSON v. UTAH, et.al., Case No. 040600383 
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However, the cuffs were adjusted so the plaintiffs palms faced each other. Officer Smith also 
added a second set of cuffs. 
The plaintiff claims these adjustments did not relieve his pain and discomfort. When he 
arrived at the Moran Eye Center to see the doctor, he felt he could not handle the pain any more 
and asked to be transported back to the prison rather than proceed with his appointment. The 
plaintiff further claims that Officer Smith was indifferent to his complaints about the pain and 
did nothing to adjust the cuffs. Finally, the plaintiff alleges Officer Smith made several 
unnecessary stops on the way back to the prison to prolong the plaintiffs pain and suffering. 
These facts are taken from the plaintiffs Supplemental Pleadings filed on 16 January 2007. 
The State submitted the Affidavit of Officer Austin Smith and the Affidavit of Sergeant 
Katie Healy. Both of these affiants agree that at the North Gate of the prison, they tried to deal 
with the plaintiffs reported discomfort by adjusting the handcuffs. According to both affiants, 
the cuffs were adjusted so the plaintiffs palms were facing each other and they were checked for 
tightness. Affidavit of Austin Smith, 1ffil8-20; Affidavit of Katie Healy, ffi|6, 8, 9. Further, 
Officer Smith reportedly used two sets of cuffs to accommodate the plaintiffs large size in order 
to make him more comfortable. Affidavit of Austin Smith, f 12; Affidavit of Katie Healy, f7. 
Officer Smith testified that according to the transportation order5, he was required to have 
Transportation order is attached to Affidavit of Austin Smith. 
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the plaintiff fully restrained. Affidavit of Austin Smith, ^ [10. Attached to the Affidavit of Austin 
Smith are copies of several pages from the Institutional Operations Division Manual concerning 
transportation of inmates. Provision FFr 16/03.01 (A) reads: "during the transportation of 
inmates the primaiy goal is to ensure adequate security to prevent escapes and to prevent harm to 
officers and other persons." 
Officer Smith also testified that all the stops he made on the way back to prison were 
necessary stops. Id., ffi|28-30. 
Again, the plaintiff has failed to demonstrate any genuine issue of material fact. Based on 
these undisputed facts, the Court concludes the plaintiff was not treated with unnecessary rigor. 
The need for restraints in this situation was of primary concern because plaintiff was taken to a 
public hospital. The Court finds it was reasonable for Officer Smith not to tamper with or adjust 
the restraints while at the hospital. 
Officer Smith and Sergeant Healy made every effort to accommodate plaintiff within the 
prison policy guidelines. The cuffs were adjusted and checked; a second pair of cuffs was used. 
This holding is in accord with Samuel v. First Correctional Medical, 463 F. Supp.2d 488 (D. 
Del. 2006), where a prisoner sued for injuries arising out of restraint during a dental appointment. 
The prisoner in that case sued under Federal Constitution's Eight Amendment which is 
substantially similar to Utah State Constitution, Article I, §9. 
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5. Conclusion 
The defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is granted on all Utah State Constitution, 
Article I, §? claims. The plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment is denied because there is no 
genuine issue of material fact and the plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment as a matter of law that 
the defendants treated him with "unnecessary rigor." 
B. ADA Claims 
The plaintiff brings his claims of refusal to provide the correct amount of insulin and 
delay in medical care after the injury under the ADA. To succeed, he must show that he was 
excluded by the State from certain services or activities because of his disabilities. Claimants are 
expressly prohibited from using the ADA as an avenue to assert medical malpractice claims. 
Fitzgerald v. Corr. Corp. Of Am., 403 F.3d 1134,1144 (10th Cir. 2005). 
The plaintiffs claims in this case are in the nature of medical malpractice. Therefore, they 
do not fall under the ADA. On this basis, the defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on the 
plaintiffs ADA claims is also granted. 
CONCLUSION 
The defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment {Martinez Report) is granted. Counsel 
for the defendant is appointed to draft an appropriate implementing order. The plaintiffs Motion 
for Summary Judgment is denied. The plaintiffs Motion to Strike Defendant's Joint Motion and 
BK^U A 
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Stipulation is denied. The plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery and Motion for an Order 
Compelling Discovery are denied. The plaintiffs Supplemental Pleadings are not be considered 
because this document is not a motion and not properly framed for decision. The plaintiffs 
Petition for Judicial Review of Denial of GRAMA Records Request Appeal filed on 12 April 
2007 is likewise denied. 
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